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The project has been concerned with two main groups of objectives, the 
first concerned with the composition and distribution of the principal 
native woodl~~ds in Scotl~~d; and the second with the rates of change 
as determined by comparison with the Forestry Commission census of 1947. 
The first oojectives '/lere ansTtTered'Jy a low detail survey of sites and 
has s~ccessfully determined the major patterns. The second group of 
objectives has posed major difficulties as the same data have been 
used as a basic for comparison. In the original formulation of the 
project, it was not the intention to make a detailed comparison with 
past surveys. Interest in comparisons has increased in the course of 
the project. However, the principal features of difference have 
emerged and the basis has been laid whereby more extensive and detailed 
comparisons can De iliade. 
Tne survey involved initially a search of the 7th Series 1:63,360 Ordnance 
Survey maps for all woods over 5 ha marked with deciduous vloodland symbols. 
These sites ~rere then used as a basis for ground s1LrVey involving visual 
estimates of the species composition of the canopy. Checks were made of 
the accuracy of· these ·estimates that confirmed that they were sufficiently 
reliable for such a general survey. 
Tnese data enabled the principal patterns of woods and their species 
composition to be defined throughout Scotland. They were also analysed 
to determine the principal combinations of species canopy composition. 
The use of these groups as strata for a subsequent ground flora survey 
is discussed. end related to the availability of existent data. 
The information from the field survey is' stored in a computer data bank 
the flexibility of ~mich is demonstrated by its application to data listing, 
data surr~a~y, data interrogation and mapping. 
The assessment of change in Scottish deciduous woodland cover is discussed 
in relation to the use of Ordnance Survey maps and a comparison made with 
the 1947 Forestry Commission census of woodlands. 
Detailed studies of the co~~ties of SeL~irk ~~d Nairn have been undertaken. 
These i!lclude a sL71ulated. surv·ey of 1;47 :doods usir~ the o~igirJ2.1 Forestry" 
Co~~ission data ~~1 an assessment of t~e accuracy of the 1977 survey using 
the 2~tt as map. Results indicate that the 1~7 COlL.1'1ty surnmar-.f results 
Qverestinlate the area. of deciduous lloods (in ~\loods of over 5 ha) 'ltlhereas 
the Sar:le figure is underestirnated b:-l the 19T7 survey. Taking these sources 
of error into accou-l'lt, a pr-ovisional estimate of the decline in deciduo·us 
wocdl~lds over the past 30 years is 39%. 
1.	 Introduction 
1.1	 Contract histOFJ 
1.1.1	 The contract started on 1 April 1976 with the following objectives, 
dated 25 rilay 1976. 
1.	 To estimate the quantity of 8roadleaf woodland in Scotland, with· 
particular reference to semi-natural types. 
2.	 To classify these woodlands into ecological groups based on vegetation, 
site factors ar~ climate; to describe, estimate the quantity and 
demonstrate the distribution of each ecological type. 
3.	 To relate this classification to the composition and structure of the 
tree and shru~ strata; to describe, estimate the quantity and 
demonstrate the distribution of each stand type. 
4.	 To determine the broad directions ~~d rates of change in each of the 
above features. 
These objectives should be achieved in such a way that: 
(a)	 the classifications can be used independently by regional staff in 
regional survey: 
(b)	 the information is stored in a manner which permits recall in different 
ways and for various purposes, and which permits later survey data to 
be incorporated; 
(c)	 the information is presented in map form, whenever practicable; 
(d)	 Nee staff can contribute and assist in the field survey and evaluation 
of other sources of information; 
(e)	 the data gathered can form a baseline" for quantifying any future
 
changes.
 
1.1.2	 However, at an ea.rly stage in the project,· it becarne apparent that the 
existin~~: information a'Iailac,le from files or staff e;~perience would 
not provide standardized information on the canopy composition of the 
~oods, as had been hoped, although there was widespread knowledge 
of a qualitative type. The position ',,:as further complicated by the 
departure of J. E. A. Procter from rrE, with a subsequent delay in 
the trainin; of new staff. An additional factor was the dispersed 
nature of many of the residual woods from the early survey work. 
The	 first stage in the modification of the original plan was made 
L'1 December 19r6 when new objectives were defined as folloi'Ts:­
1.	 Quantity: to estimate the extent and species composition of the 
deciduous ·tToodla.'1ds of Scotland, includ.ing those \'rith some admixture 
of conifers. 
2.	 Distrib'xtion: to determine the distrib\ltion of these woodlands in 
Scotland by species and by regions in relation to administrative 
boundaries. 
3.	 Cha.l"l.6e: to c04:pare the extent of these woodlands at the present time 
with figures available from the 1947 and 1965 censuses. 
4•.	 Classification: to carry out intensive surveys of representative sites 
in order to provide data on floristic composition and, by analysis of 
these data, an ecological classification. 
5.	 Extent: to determine the distribution and extent of the types provided 
by the classification and to relate these to ecological factors. 
6.	 Report: to report the findings so that they can be used readily by 
Regional staff, with clear descriptions of types and maps of their 
distribution. 
16 1.3 It became progressively apparent that the detailed survey of 
individual sites needed careful appraisal, not only because of' 
the current state of survey data already' collected using the 
2standard 200 m plots, but also because of duplication with the 
National Vegetation Classification. The most recent statement 
is.given in new objectives produced on II January 197·9, whiCh were 
as follo'o'IS:­
"T:-:e. contract started on 1 ;:~'pril 1976. During 1978-79, the aim 
will be to complete the broad survey of all broadleaf woodlands, 
to make -comparisons at a general level with the situation in 1947; 
to place this information in a data bank for Nee use; to test 
the accuracy of the comparisons with. 1947 by more detailed 
co~parisons of selected areas; ~~d to report the findings by 
31 rt'Tarch IW9". 
1.1.4	 ~~e present report follows the outline discussed in the joint meeting 
between rr~ ~~d Nee in November 1978. Modifications were made in 
the data presentation following the suggestions made at that meeting. 
In particular, the analysis of different types of woodland based on 
the canopy estimates proposed at that meeting has been followed up 
s~ccessfully. The current report states the stage reached in the 
project ~~d should form the basis for' discussion of any future contract. 
In view of the need for further research, some proposals for further
. 
developments have been included in section 7.2 and may broadly.be 
included under t~o headings: 
i) Further detailecl cornparisons with the 1947 census, and other 
methods of comparing the rate of change. 
·.ii) Discussions of the various options for carrying out a deta.iled 
survey of ground vegetation. 
1.1.5	 J. E. A. Procter carried out the majority of work in the first 
year of the project. R. C. r1blIlrO s.ubsequently carried out the 
remaining field work and the acquisition of the basic data. 
T. W. Parr set up the data bank and is responsible for the sections 
on that topic and the assessment of change. 
2. ~ethoQs 
2.1 Map ~~d field procedures 
2.1.1	 A searCh of the 7th series 1:63360 rn~ps had been initiated before the 
start of the project. This series had been selected as the most 
recent set of maps on which \0'10ods are· marked with broad leaf 
or conifer tree symbols. A lower limit of 5 ha was set in the 
in.itial project plan, approximately as the smallest wood to 
contain a broadleaf tree sym:Jol. Some ~/loods larger than 5 ha 
\-;ere so narro',y that they could not accomrnodate a tree symool and 
subsequently posed pro~lems, as discussed in section 5. 
In the sU8sequent analysis of the data, it _'las found that different 
rules had been followed in the L.'1clusion of woods under 5 ha in 
the initial survey carried out before the contract started, and 
L'1.the la.ter series. In. the latter case, some tJioods under 
5 ha were included and were therefore surveyed. The results from 
these woods a.."""e listed in Appendix ·10. 
Mixed stands ~-iere inclUded, as there was no way of es·timatir~ the 
composition of the mL"dure. A decision was made to include. policy 
woods, as a"ly d,ivision between then and shelterbelts would have 
been arbitrro:J. Any or all of these categories may contain any 
ratio of I"..atural to wholly ·pl8.J."'1.ted \.,oodl~~d. The problems of 
coordination between the different series of maps are considerable 
and are discussed in section 5. 
2.1.2	 The old county name, the .new district naRe, and the new region were 
also recorded f'or each "iood. In addition, the highest and lOTt-Test 
altitudes of the wood were taken from the as maps. The solid 
geology was also recorded - if the wood crossed more than one type, 
then both were noted. The grid reference was taken from as near 
the centre of the wood as possible, or in the centre of a group of 
linked blocks. The name taken was, either the name given on the 
wood, or the nearest appropriate name on the map. Wood names 
often give rise to confusion, not only with different maps but also 
because of different names in local usage as opposed to those on the 
maps. 
'" ~e list of names has been circulated to appropri.ate Nee staff' 
and it 1s hoped. trlat cliffer'ences of ncnTlertc.:lature arld spelling 
have been sorted out. The data were punched in the standard 
format explained in section 3, where the data bank is described. 
2.1.3	 The field reconnaissance survey was designed to answer the following 
two questions about each wood: 
( a )	 Does it exist? ( 1.. e. is the vlood marked on the map a broadleaf 
ltTood, has it oe·en re!:love:r fra~ this categoF.{, or is its area a..l1d 
c on:i;uration the sarne as :::ar'~·:ed 0:1 the r.1ap?) 
(b)	 If so, what is the percentage composition of its canopy, by , 
species? 
I::1. lCj76, 926 woods \"lere inspected 1:y J. E. ft..• Procter, mainly in 
the west and north of Scotland. In 1m, 3 teams under the 
supervision of R. C. l,lunro sur-veyed a further 1913 woods, and, 
in 1978, the remainder,' 396 woods, "'lere completed. The ra'te of 
survey varied widely according to the degree of isolation of the 
woods, the density and the condition of the roads, but in general 
10-17 woods were surveyed per day. 
2~1.4	 In assessing canopy percentage, ~~ attempt was made to visualise 
an aerial view of the wood. Only those species actually forming 
part of the c~~opy were recorded. Tnus, all' individuals of dominant 
species suCh as oak were recorded, but ~~derstorey species such as 
hazel, were recorded only when they forrned part o:f the canopy• 
Any other procedure would either have resulted in totals exceeding' 
100%, ~"lhich ..,Quld therefore in~l"-lee non-canop~r cover estimates, and 
i -: ~'lould hav'e been difficult to ie,,:rise co:-~sistent methods for the 
Species percentages were recorded as follows. First, a species-list 
was compiled for the wood, then perce,ntages were allocated, starting 
at the	 lower end (1% representiI'_s 1% or less) and working upwards. 
Finally, the resulting list was compared with the wood as a whole, and 
any adjustments made. This procedure' accounts for some apparently 
unlikely percentages e.g. bircl}. 89 or oak 73. 
Gaps	 in the canopy were ignored if they were scattered uniformly 
through' the ~~ood (i. e. the \'lood had a.' ope~ canopy). ~vl1en the 
extent	 of such gaps exceeded abo:lt 5C% the ~woodfwas regarded 
as no longer in the category of ~~oodland. a..."'1d was deleted from the 
" 
record (i.e. marked "deleten ). Gaps whiC.;.~ ",lere not uniformly 
scattered through the wood (i. e. patches of closed-canopy \'loodland 
separated by large open areas) were almost always mapped as suCh 
by the	 OS. In a few other cases, a small adjustment to the area 
was made during fie'ld' 'work. 
In cases \-1here'a wood had been recently underplanted with conifers, 
either after felling, or through an existing open broadleaved stand, 
it \--las r::a~:{ed "d.elete t!, . even though, ·at the moment of inspection, the 
residual broadleaved trees may have formed the bulk of the canopy. 
Similarly, woods whic~ ~ere actually in the process of being felled, 
were marked f1 d,elete rt • 
Exotics In ma;.~y 1;oods, nlan:l oftfJ,e trees are planted•. Some of these 
are native 3r'itisl'l species (or r..ridely naturalized, e. g. syca.Jnore) which 
do not now grow as natives in the area concerned. Pl~nted species 
which have oeen recorded separately are beech, limes, Scots pine and 
sj""camore. other exotics, mainly but not exclusively conifers, ~'lere 
recorded to;-ethe~. 
r·lixed stc-;'~d.s ~'ihen the' ca.110PY contains up to 50 per cent exotics, it 
is recorded L~ detail. when exotics occupy more than 50 per cent of 
.J..h d · ~·d tT d 1 t n + · ~th canopy, tJo1. e ~lOO· 15 l71ari<e e e e , excep.., In a ver-;l I ej'l cases,. ,e 
ilhere there was b..elci to be a local justification for retaini.!ts t~e, 
wood in the record. In cases Nhe~e conifers ~~d broadleaved trees 
formed coherent blocks, the conifer areas Vlere marked "delete" a..-."d 
the qroadleaf areas treated as separate It/oods. 
1Woods seen dUl ing field survey, but not marked on the as map; were 
recorded. Obviously, there remai.Tl areas of country which ha~ve not 
been searched in this way, and there prob,ably remains a small residuum 
of woods Which have not been detected. Woods marked on OS maps, but 
without any tree symbol, \'lere inspected during the survey and recorded 
if appropriate. 
Most of the woods containing less than 50% broadleaved trees had been 
underplanted, but a fe~l had been eliminated and replaced oy 
agriculture. A fe-fi 'dere so cut-o'ler a.l1d divided b~~ house plots 
or caravan si.tes that they CO'J.l,d r10 longer be regarded as open grottnd 
(with scattered mori2und trees). The reasons for deletions of woods 
are discussed in section 3. 
" " .Woods originally recorded as not seen vlere malnly those regarded 
as inaccessi.ble., within the resources of time and transport available. 
P.lI the woods, T,~ith onl~l four e.z:ceptions (given in i\ppendix 11), hav~ 
Z~e field survey thus resulte~ in a series of modifications to the 
o::-i::;ir-.al data ::::an..\ e~:tracted fro:n the OS c.:ap3. It must oe borne 
in mind that the revision dates of the OS maps from 1954 to 1967 
(more than half before 1957) and the sources of the revision data 
are not kno~n. Therefore, the OS caps do not themselves constitute 
a 'base-line'. They are merely a convenient carto6raphical starting 
point for the data bank compilation. 
2.~.5	 Ti~e follo~inz are the main classes of infor~ation not collected by the 
present reconnaissance survey. 
1.	 :.lJoods smaller than 5 ha (but see above). 
2.	 Riverine and gully strips and patches which cannot be mapped as 
distinct woods, but which, if joined, would be considered as sites 
over 5 ha. The problems of site definition are discussed below. 
3.	 Scrub which is not coloured green on as maps. (The meanings of 
the ter;;.s 'wood', 'scrue " 'tree' are not ~!ell-defined. In 
particular, the Forestr~y Co~~ission employs a more rigorous usage 
than the NCC. A consistent ~~d ~~iform approach has been adopted 
for this survey. In general, this has been inclusive rather than 
exclusive, on the principle that it is easier to reject data once 
collected than to make supplementaFJ data collections). 
4.	 status (age, regeneration, successional relationships). 
5.	 Hoody species not forming part of' the ca..'10P-.:r. 
2.1.6	 Tne a~ove description of the field proced~e is essentially that 
.,'.	 provided by J. E. A. Proctor follo;·;ing his initial field season 
ani it has been follo...,ed as carefully as possible. Continual 
checks have been made between observers to ensure that, as far 
as possible, the data are consistent. Checking was done mainly by 
the separate members of a teall1 makL":l2j; independent estimates and 
comparing results. In addition to the two internal checks on 
the accuracy of the estimates, discussed in section 2.2.7, more 
general checks ...rere made. 
V"'" f. 
First, in the Durnfl"ies fu~d Gallo·da:l region, a broad survey' of 
~~·oodlCL~ds has ~een carried out b:l !\;CC, using sirnilar methods 
to that used in the c-urrent survey. P.. close correspo:1dence 
of the res1.11ts ~~as' found, with feil differences in the selection 
of woods \olhen the same criteria were llsed.. Difficulties ~;ere 
also enco~~tered in some additional s~reys carried out in the 
nort11-east region, due primariljT to the dissected nature of the 
tyoods considered. 
In addition, spot checks have been made in the field using the 
data baru{ information and have been found to be reliable. A 
critical ractor is the selection of the boundaries used in the 
orj.ginal assessments~ ~d these have been ci.rculat.ed to ~TCC staff 
for verification. Finally, circulation of the basic data bank 
to Nee staff for ch.ec}~ing the na."TIes of the ~·;oods should also have 
helped to remo~;J"e a.l1Y remaining discrepancies. 
2.1.7	 The first inte~4l check carried out was to compare the visual 
esti.mates of canopy composition ~r"lith previous basal area rr:easurements. 
The results from this co~parison ~e Given i~ Table 1. ~~ere is 
good general agreement betvieen the fig-ures, with all the leading 
species being adequately estimated in each of the sites. Several 
conclusions ca...l"l hO\'lever be dra'ffi in relation to the likel~l further 
findings L~ a more detailed study:­
i)	 Boundaries need to be closely defined for precise comparison. 
In Glen Nant, the boundaries were found not to compare sufficiently 
closely for a valid comparison to be made. In the present table, 
the differences betw-leen the alllolli~t of birch estimated L.l'l Garroch 
Wood, could well be acco~~ted for by this lack of definition. 
ii) ~ifficulties are present ·t1hen hazel is being estimated. i. e. 
when does it become a car.t0PY species? HOt~lever, it usually 
occurs as a levI proportion of the oasal area -i11. mixed sites, 
~Jhilst tt only exists as a canopy sp{~'cies in lirni.ted areas.• 
iii)	 Basal area estimates can be misleading in term's of the canopy 
as, i.n some ',.foods, the major tree species also occur as 
understorey species e.g. birch. This feature prooably 
accounts for the discrepancy in the alder estimates for Glasdrtun. 
Table 1.	 Comparison of visual estimates of canopy composition made 
during the survey, with mee..sUJ:'"e:cents of basal area recorded 
independently. S.W.S. = Scottish Woodland Survey. B.A. = Basal 
area measurement. 
\{ood of Cree Garroch Wood GlasdrUD	 Arriund1e 
~ T~· ~ 
..... • ,t ........	 B.A. s. ~l. S. s.w.s. B.A•
 
Oak 50 63 45 40 30 20 75 80 
Birch 30 27 25 6 30 31 13 12 
Hazel 1 4 3 3 
,
.4.811 10	 5 ~. 30 31..L 
Exotics 6 10 16 12 
it/ilIa;," 1 1 1 
Alder 1 1 2 "1 2 9· 
Wych elm 4 8 5 1 
Sycamore 2 14 
Pine 1 10 
Others 8 
Data for Wood of ·Cree, Glasdrum and Arriundle provided by J. ~1. Sykes and A. D. Harrill. 
"" 
Data for Garroch ~ood from the National Woodlands Survey. 
Table 2. Examples of differe~t  estimates of canopy composition by three teams of observers 
for five different woods. . 
lONE TWO THREE FOUR FIVE 
Sycamore 2 6 4 45 48 62 8 12 15 - - - 18 20 26 
Elm 12 6 10 20 6 12 55 48 37 - - - 10 9 4 
Beech 8 1 6 10 10 6 2 4 1 - - - 15 28 25 
Ash -, 6 10 7 5 12 3J~  35 42 - - - c~ ") 4 5 
Exotics - - - 7 7 3 - - - - - - 8 3 6 
Lime 
Scots plne 
Oak 3 15 10 8 15 4 - 1 2 - - - 36 31')L~ 28 
Willow - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 
Alder 75 66 60 - - - 1 - I") c 
Hazel 
- - - -
4 
Rowan - - - - - - - - 1 - - 1 
Birch' - - - - 4 - - - - 99 97 98 5 1 3 
Others 
- - - 3 1 1 - - - 1 3 1 2 4 2 
· -. \l
. I ~:Tnere there are complex topographical variations in a v.ood, it 
see:"s likely that estin:9.tes, particularl:T of the minor species, 
c:C'e ILel~· to '::e difficult to make. 
V)	 ':lhere the species cOr.1position is simple, as in Arriu.'1d1e, then 
the t".o estimates a:!"e consistent. 
2.1.8	 ~~e second internal check was made by a comparison of t~ee teams' 
esti:::ates of the canopy composition of 10 '{[oads on the same day. 
Tne results are sho'tm'in Table 2. 
The table gives only five woods since the data are repetitive and the 
principles are adequately sho,tm. Detailed statistical comparisons 
seem ~~~ecessary as the figures spe~~ for themselves. The 
i~port~~t 8ackground to these comparisons lies in the overall 
o·.:jective of the project which \-laS to ot/cain a broad assessment 
of the canopy composition, rather than a greatly detailed 
irrlento~J. iTithin the limits of the present project, these data 
support the ~alidity of the recordi:1g method. 
The figures have similar degrees of variation to those o8tained 
above and it is difficult to gain an absolute estimate of the 
de:;ree of accuracy since there is no final measU:!"e of the "right" 
figure. Although the estimates for woods with a low number of 
species are very close in their percentage estimates, they differ_ 
widely in relative terms when compared directly. At the other 
extreme, although the dominant species. have larger overall percentage 
differences between them, the figtwes as proportions of the entire 
wood are closely comparable. 
2.1. 9 ,';lder and oak are sometimes difficult to dist:in,.~uish, but some of 
the minor species are also difficult to tell from a distance, as 
also is the decision as to whether they contribute to the canopy. 
Ftwther detailed surveys of the sites could be carried out, but 
the figures seem to be adequately consistent for the purpose of 
the present study. As has been mentioned above, other problems 
concerned vlith boundary definition and the identification of 
the woods from the original maps seem much more likely to be the 
major sources of discrepancies, rathe~ th~~ the actual estimation 
of t:-:e canop:.- composition. In e.::ldition, four sites '"ere visited 
.'	 " -,-"i::. t::e	 test surve;/ and all ..,ar,-:e::;. as d.ele ~e • 
3 • The data bar.k 
3.1 IJisti:1;; and pr~sentation of the d~ta 
3.1.1	 All the relevant information from t~e su~.;e.Y' is stored in a co::puter 
data banl'\:. The (lata are avai.lable on both pape~ tape and cisc files 
L:.. a r:1fu"'"hYler ena~llng eas~l access to i.::.:orr:atio:l, ease of :'i2.::a ~e"!ision 
and flexibility with resard to a.~l~:-sis 2-"11 i!lterro6atio~. 
Tl'1.e format of tr~e data bank is s..."'lor,.m in P..ppendices 1 a.T'ld 2. For 
each ~·;ood includecl in the sur-vey, the 2&lk inclu1es inforwatio~ oh: 
COlL.nt:r 
district
 
top and bottom cLltitude
 
solid geology
 
wood classification
 
grid reference
 
wood name
 
vlood area
 
species list or reason for deletion
 
All the information contained in the data bank is given in Appendices 3 
to 11 inclusive. The maps and tables are put at the end of the 
section to enable the easier readL~ of the text. 
3.1.2	 Appendix 3 summarises the data for each.of the 53 Scottish dist~icts 
in three tables. The first is a general SUITJnarj" tab·Ie a~o~·,iI"'-6 the 
number and area of existing and deleted ~"lOods in each district. This 
table, reproduced as Table 3 in this report, ~~ows that a total of 
3188 vToods included in the slLYTtley 752 (24%) \tlere found to ~e deleted. 
The remaining 2436 existing ,·;oods CO~le~ a..:"'1 area of 61, cf4 hecta.:'es, or 
just under 1% of t:n,e land area of Scotla..~.. T:1.e dlstribution pattern 
of the existing ~loods is sho\·m in Fig. 1. The principal motmtain 
massifs in Scotlar~(l st,and out clearl.y a.s areas )l11ere woodJ~arlds are 
absent. Otherwise the patterns reflect local conditions and ca.T"l be 
related to specific areas of kno~~ hi&~ concentrations, such as south 
Argyll a,.~d Perthshire .. 
FIG. 1.
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Table) Summary of 1977 survey data for Scottish Districts. Areas ~n hectares. 
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The second table of Appendix 3 shows the total area of each canopy 
species llithin each district. Tne third table (reproduced as 
rl'2.~le )+) bi~/es tIle ca..Y).opy composition as a percentage of the total 
for each district. In Scotl~~d as a whole, 45% of the deciduous 
\'.-008.5 are rnade up of oirch, 1'Jith the next most atnmdant species 
8eing oa~ (19%). Generally speakin6 , birch is relatively more 
a"::u:1c1ant in the highland districts.,. an:! decreases in abundance as 
O~~ and policy vlood species such as ~eech, elm and sycamore increase 
i~ the	 lo~land areas. 
3.1.3	 ~ppe~dix 4 slli~~arises the data for the.g Scottish regions. Tables 
as in Appendix 3. 
Appendix 5 SlL.ilI:1arises the data for 31 Scottish ·counties. Tables as 
in Appendix 3, \-lith 2 additional .species s-~1:!:1ar-.f tables calculated on 
the basis of principal species (section 5. 2 .5). 
;.ppendi.x 6 and Appendix. 7 give the distric:ltion maps for species and 
iloodlaI1Q types. These are discussed, In section 5. 
The distribution maps, as illustrated by Fig. 1, are examples of 
the way in which computer produced maps of this type can be used. 
Their strength is that a rapid display of data is possible and their 
use is	 primarily exploratory in that the quality of map produced is 
low.	 Large sets of data can be held ani processed rapidly to 
demonstrate particular features of the data. The maps can be 
pr~duced to any convenient scale, s,ubjJect to the constraint of 
computer paper size. The scale used in the current series of 
maps corresponds to the 1:2,000,000 scale used in the Oxford Atlas 
of Britain and Northern Ireland. Outlines from this atlas could 
oe used as a frame of reference for the computer maps, either to 
in;pro~ie resolu.tion or to overla~," par~ic·Jlar environmental patterns 
such as altitude or rainfall. At a later stage, the computer maps 
described here can be used as the basis for obtaining higher quality 
maps, such as those produced by the ExperL~ental Cartography Unit. 
Both types of map are derived by a similar computer compatible 
procedure. 
Z~e computer maps show either the number of area of woods at a 
p?.rtic·~l?r ~12ce. i.':nere nur!l~)ers exceed 9, the data are rescaled 
from 1 to 9 8.J."1d a conversion key printed at the base of the map. 
All the maps in this report sho'", the nuznber of woods in a rectangular 
area of the di~e~sions stated in t~e key (usually 5 k~ x 8 k~). It 
is possible to produce maps for grid squares (e.g. 10 k~ squares), 
out constraints on the size of typeface means that the shape 
of Scotland as a t·lh.ole ,;,.;ould then have to be distorted. 
3.1.4	 AP:Jendix 8 is a prin,t-out of all the existing woods o\rer 5 hectares 
incl~ded in the data b~E. The format of the printout is not the 
same as that used i,n the data ba.~ itself, but is designed to 
facilitate reference. 
The data are prtinted Otlt district by district, '{lith 9fiood,s arrar.ge-d 
within each distt-ict "oy Isrid squares. ~·loods in the most north­
-tlesterl}" 10 km grid. square are listed first. Each district conta.ir1s 
two listings of the vToods. The first (Table 5) gives the wood name, 
grid reference, 9dood class (see section 4.3), ~Tood area arld a species 
list given in t~e fol1o>~ins order: 
S'l = s~lcamore, 3E = beech, EL = elrn, LI = lime, AS = ash,
 
Kt\ = ha\vthorn, EX = exotics, OA = oak, \tJH := whitebeam, CH = cherry-,
 
BL = blackthorn, SP = scots pine, AL = alder, HY = holly,
 
HZ = hazel, BI = 'birch, AP = as~en, RO := rO·tlan, \IT = willoY-/.
 
The species are ord.ered according to the ~'Ylalysis of their ecological 
affinities (section 4.3.2). In this way, the patterns of species 
composition are more easily understood and the balance of woods in 
a particular distri.ct becomes clearer. Typical, woods may therefore 
be picked out and an ecological interpretation of the data improved. 
An example of such a printout is given in Table 5. Here, the 
policy woods stand out clearly from the remainder of the sample 
in whi~h birch is the dominant native species. 
The second listing in Appendix. 8 contains the remaindeIl< of the 
information on eacb~ YJood, i.ncl·ucllngt':he geological and altitudina~l 
data. 
3.1.5	 Appendix 9 is a printout of all the deleted woods, organised in the 
sa~e ma~~er as Appendix 8. In addition to information on area, grid 
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Table 5. Example of listing of data bank information showing percentage canopy compositi. 
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reference, geolo6i and altitude, a code number representing the reason 
for deletion is incl~ded. Tnis code n~~oer is discussed in more 
detail i~ section 5.1.5. 
Appendix 10 is a listing of srnall Ttloods. During the course of the 
survey, 562 ~!oods of area less than 5ha were included (section 2.1.1). 
Z~ese are listed in this Appendix i~ a format identical to Appendix 8. 
_~ppendix 10 also contains a districution map and summary tables of 
these small Ttloods. 
Appendix 11. Four woods were unsUFveyed due to the inaccessibility 
of the sites. These woods have not been included in any of the 
printouts or" tables given abo't/e, but are listed in this Appendix. 
3.3 Interrogatio~ of data b~~ 
3.3.1"The data b~~~ C~~ be interrogated i~ order to answer specific questions 
of all ecological or distributional nature. Thus it is possible to 
find 8o."ld printout details of \'loods in or at: 
i) Any specified county, region or district
 
ii) Any range of altitudes
 
iii). Any range of wood area
 
iV) An:l species composition
 
v) Any wood in which a particular species is dominant
 
"'vi) Any geological type
 
vii) Any 'vloodland class
 
viii) Any combination of the above characters.
 
Tne interrogation of the data can be: combined ~,i th the map 
pl-stting procedure in order to disp;lay the numoer and area 
of any particular wood type. Ex~~les of this plotting are 
given in section 4, where the distributions of woodland classes 
and domina.11.t specie"s is discussed. One further example will be 
given here in order to illustrate how the data interrogation 
system can be used. 
3.3.2	 Exa~ple of data interrogation: what is the distribution of 
woods occurring at a~ altitude of over 1000 ft and which of 
t::-J.ese ":loods cO:1tains less t~a..;. 50~ bi~c~? Figure 2 shows 
that the high altitude woods are distributed mainly around 
the margins of the high mO;L~tai:1 blocks of the Cairn;orms, 
EO:1adliaths, Mamores and weste~n Hishlands, \'rith an outlying 
olock in the Larrmermuir Hills. Fig. 3 shows Hhich of these 
Hoods contall~ less than 5q~ oirch. Z~e distribution pattern 
is similar to, but ~ore restricted than, that shown in Fig. 2, 
as species other than birch are less tolerant of high altitude 
conditions. For ex~~ple there are few woods of this type in 
the Cairngorms area since the conditions are suitable for few 
species other thm birch. In i-lest Perthshire, however, the 
more varied geological conditions enable more species to become 
established~ 2-"'1j consequently more of the high altitude vlOods 
have less than 50% birch. A wide ran;eofsuch questions can 
be put singly or in combination. 
4. Ecolo~Lcal analysis 
4.1 General introduction 
4.1.1	 The vegetation ecology of Scotland has been described in many 
of general publications which are largely based on personal 
interpretations of available data. However in rrE Project 424, 
the UK Ecological Survey, a systematic approach has been adopted 
which enables standardised comparisons to be made from a consistent 
data base and enables the affinities of Scotland to be assessed on 
nationally. 
Data were recorded for a wide raP~e of enviroThT.ental features 
from 1228 1 km squares on a 15 x 15 kr:l grid throughout the UK. 
By analyses, these data ....;ere divided into 32 types of square, 
termed land classes, and provided a key enabling a further 
J.~OOO squar~s to be ccssigniJd to their appropriate class. The 
distribution of these land classes and their proportional 
occurrence within regions, enables comparisons to be dra'H!1 
Fig. 2. Example of data bank interrogation . 
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Fig. 3. Example of data bank interrogation. 
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Table 6. 
Propo~ions of Groups of the land classes, defined by the U.K. Ecological 
S~ie:l~ in Scotle..nd as cor~.I>?2'ed with 3 ritair... E~S a "\orhole. (':lne rla.r:es re:~er 
to the centres of the distribution patterns). 
%In Scotland 
Land classes l-4 
1'; (, n +0-"-­( .ungR .5.:... e,....s .... '-_ •. le3s tha..Tl 1% 
Land classes 5-3 
( t.,,;Qo"~~t}-olio... 'l Y". r' '!.,.~J:1C ~ ... '... _ 1--,. (';p_ ~ ..,c:..;..;.......... _~ .:::~~-... ..... .......... +.5 ',I
 
\ ".~ 
.:.+ • -:: ~) 
Land classes 13-16
 
( English nortlle:r'!'l lo~{larlds) 20.2%
 
Land classes 17-28 
(l·j!arginal uplanc.s) 
Land classes 21.--21-t­

(Principal mountain areas) 87.6%
 
Land classes 25-28 
( C co~IJ tiC'" h _ 1 0·'~ __ " ': ~ .~~ " )o _;.;J~~ ,f ~"'--'-'-J 
Land classes 29-32
 
(Northwestern coasts ~~d islands)
 
,-,
 
between the affinities of the regions concerned. At the 
c~J.rrent St3.6e of the project data are being processed to 
de:i~e the lan1 classes in ter~s of their overall ecology. 
Ho·,~ever, sufficient information is already available to show 
t~~t there are high correlations bet~een the classification 
and biological features such as acreages of crops and bird 
dist~ijution patterns. 
For the present purpose it seems unnecessary to consider the full 
r~~~e of 32 lfu~d classes and these are therefore reduced in the 
next section to eight groups of 4 classes each in orde r to define 
the patterns in broad terms. 
4.1. 2 vlithL~ tp.e data recorded for the whole of the {ftC ,2240 squares 
t/lere from Scotle..nd and the land classes to vThich they \-lere 
assigned in comparison with the whole of the u~ are given in 
Table 6. ft. brief surnrnaI"J of each group o,f land classes in 
terms of distribution and ecological chara~teristics is given 
·:"~elow. 
L~~d classes I-It· 
These l~~ classes are characterised by being a~most flat and with 
a markedly continential type of climate. The land use is 'dominated 
by intensive agriculture, particularly cereals. Very few squares 
fall within this land class in Scotland. 
Land classes 5-8 
Tnese land classes are widely represented in south-west England and 
have a gently rolling topography with a mild, moist oceanic climate. 
The land use is mixed ~'Jith some cereals but mainly grass, with small 
fields, he"dges a..11.d copses. A small proportion of squares in south 
west Scotland fall within this group of land classes and confirm the 
frequently observed similarity between south west Scotland and the 
south vlest of Engla.-Tld. , 
Land classes 2-12 
7:'1ese classes are the more nort~ern eQui,ralent of 1-4 and have a 
,-:~":J:re :"estricted cli~rate fo~";ro·:rt}1.. The land is less uniforlnly 
good .for crops and so that the land use is not exclusively 
devoted to ce~eals, vIith rnore pasture althOl~ cereals still 
p~edo=inate in r~ost areas. ~le flat lands of the Solway Plain 
and some of the land to the south of Edinburgh fall within this 
8atesoFJ. Few woodlands are prese~t. 
Land classes 13-16 
I,1'uch of the southern lOvllal1ds of Sc,otla.l'ld fall 'Ilithin this group 
of classes, which are mainly rather flat but which, because of the 
more variable conditions both in climate and soil, have an increasing 
area devoted to pasture and grass mainly leys. \AToodlands with 
pronounced lowla..-.,d affinities are quite freq.uent. 
Land classes 17-20 
These land classes contain the more rounded uplands around the margins 
of the hic;her DOLL"1tairls,jut also occ:ur to the viest and south of 
Scotlfu"'1d. vlb.ere lO~ier hills are present in their o';.·m right. tmilst 
there has ~.~ ee:-J. land improTIement a.t. lO'irer le"'vels, rnuch of the gro1Ll1d 
is rO'J.gh grazing. The exposu~e aJld altitude ensure that there are 
few woodlands within these classes. 
L~~dclasses 21-24 
These classes contain the higher mountain areas in Scotland and are 
mainl~l present in the highlands, alth;ough there is some representation 
in the sQut11ern uplands. Tne majori.ty· of the la."d is unenclosed, 
viith a restricted environment for growth. Fe1il woodlands are present 
and those that occur invariably represent ecological extremes. These 
land classes are usually Scottish but others occur in northern England, 
mainly in the La.1{e District and Penrdnes. 
Land classes 25-28 
The northern lowlands of Scotland are a mixture of good arable land 
anj poor soils due to variatio~ in local conditions. These classes 
are therefore very variable~ ylith elements from a wide range of 
• t 
conditions" from a.rable and leys, to Lloorla..l1.d under the poorer 
cO:lditions. ·.1oodl~~ds are quite ~clidespread a.Yld are also often 
variable both in c~~opy composition ~~d general conditio~s. 
La~d classes 29-3g 
These classes are found almost e:>:clusively in Scotland and represent 
the eA~remel:y "tlariacle ecolosical conditions. of the ~';estern and northern 
coasts. :··]l'1.ilst there is some good grazing a.."'1d a little ara::le la.~d, 
the majority of the land is open moorland~ The land forms va~J 
from the low relief of Shetland to the nore rugged scene~r of 
Ardnamurchan. The woodlands are confined' to the more sheltered 
areas and are dominated by the degree of exposure as well as the 
ground cortditiQ~s. 
4.1.3 The above s~~ary e~hasises the overall environ~ental trend in Scotland 
from the southern lowlands at the border with England, to the hif'~ 
mountains of the north on the one hand and the e~~osed western coasts 
on the other. .L\.S ~lill be seen later in section 4.3, this trend is 
closely f911o~";ed by t11e patter:ls of ca.~oP:I composition established 
in the survey. A further cor.~ent is the high proportion of mountainous 
land classes in Scotl~~d and their high contribution to this type of 
la-l'1d in Britairl. In addition, a major featllre is the extremely 
varied nature of the south-western area of Scotland i.e. the Strathclyde 
and DUJnfries a.'t1d Gallo:'lay regions, as opposed to else\'lhere in Scotland, 
as this area has a mixture of southern lowland classes as well as a 
representative of the exclusively Scottish types. 
4.1.4 In the national woodlands survey (Bunce and Sha~T 1972) the analysis 
of floristic data sho~ded a trend from upla.nd to lowland similar to 
that established for the l~~d classification, further emphasizing 
the significance of this pattern in Scotland. 
Taken in a British context, it seems' likely that in -:his survey, 
although the rWY).6e of variation -'las cO"tlered j.n Scotland, ther'e is. 
inadequate definition cf types, since the proportion of woodland 
cover in Scotl~~d to the rest of 3ritain is low and the number of 
sites covered was therefore small. Furthermore, because of the 
geological complexity, particularly in the west, when combined with 
tl1.e high raL"'1fall, the grolLl1d conditions in Scottish 'Vloodlands are 
variable. 
Therefore, following a parallel course to the strategy fo~lowed 
in the work on the Native Pinewoods, a more detailed analysis 
of Scottish woodl~~d veGetation ~ould produce a classification 
defining the types present in relation to Scottish conditions, 
~~d hence likely to be particularly useful in a Scottish context_ 
4.2 Species distributions 
4.2.1	 The relationships between the various species included in the 
canopy su...Y'Vey contain much ecological infornlation. Some 
species, notably birch, occur over a wide range of environmental 
conditions and the factors affectL~ its distribution in the far 
north-~'lest differ from those in the southern lo~vlands. The 
affinities bettleen the species are studied in the next section 
and help to separate these influences - it is notable, for example, 
that, ~"lhilst birch occurs \'lidely throughout Scottish woodlands, 
it tends to O'3Cur in pure stands only in the northern lO"i,·11ands. 
8~t in ~pland situations in the south. 3irch also has different 
associates in the different areas. 
In the	 present section, the background to the ~~lyses will be 
set 8Y comparing the distribution of' the species. The method 
used to derive the maps is given in'section 3.1 and a complete 
copy of all the species distributions given in Appendix 6. In 
the present section, the maps of the major species are given, 
together with some examples of the less important species, but a 
brief discussion of all the species is included.. T\~o maps of 
each species were produced - where the species was dominant and 
1tlhere it \'laS merely recorded as contributing to the canopy. 
The species are discussed in the order in which they appear 
in 
"'-
the Data Bank, derived from their affinities as determined 
in the next section. 
4.2.2	 In general terms, the species distrlbution patterns are distinct. 
The following notes highlight various points:­
Syca~ore; (Figs 4 and 5). Occurs as a dominant mainly in the central 
~.Jalle·:?,~Jut is vlidely present i!1 the l.oillands else~'lhere except in the 
north-·~·lest. It is absent from :nollntainOlis areas. 
.2\ 
3eech: (Figs 6 a~d 7). Very similar to syc~~ore, except that it 
extends furthe~ as a dominant. The distribution of these species 
fo"llo"./s closely the pattern sho~':ed 'JY the land classes 25-28 discussed 
in the previous sections. 
Ell~: (Figs 8 and 9). As a dominfu~t, elm is restricted to ~ small· 
area of the south-eastern lO~'lland5, 'out, \\lhen considered as a 
constituent species it covers a comparable area to beech and 
sycailore althoU&~ ~o~e restricted both. in the mountains ~~d ~~e 
north and "'lest~ 
Ash (Figs 10 ~""1d ll): Sho\·/s a very restricted distribution as a . 
domi~~t, generally in coastal areas, but also in the cen~ral 
valley.Ho·",~"v"'er, .~~en considered as a contributor to th~ canopy, 
it sho1/ls a pattern very similar to beech and ~Jcarnore, except that 
it extends sOwewhat further into the north-r-lest. 
Oa..1( (Figs 12 a.'Yld 13): Shows a distincti~le pattern as a dominant· 
in central Scotla.~, and particularly in !\r6Jll, ~~iith a.~ outlier 
in Dumfries. Other,.;ise, it is prese~t \~idel~l th.rOtlghout Scotla-V"ld, 
except in the mo~~tains and the far north. It is difficult to see 
~~ irrmediate reason for this distribution but the difference 
betr,.7een the t\AIO maps perhaps indicate that it has an historical 
base, with selective felling outside the centre ·of its distribution 
causing a decline from ~~ original wider distribution as a dominant. 
Birch (Figs 14 and 15): Sho\'/s a widespread distribution, absent 
o::11y from the hi.gher mOlL.l1.tain areas a..."1d the exposed far north-east. 
Alder (Fig 16): Sho-.-;s a scattered d.istribution, perhaps because 
it is controlled by local edaphic factors rather th~~ on a 
larger scale. 
'" 
Hazel (Fig 17): ShO~'lS a surprisingly widespread d~stribution as a 
contributor to the canopy, although mainly in the west, and particularly 
in Argyll. In contrast to oak and ash, however, it grows further 
north. 
"'C1:
 
Rowan (Fig 18): Occurs around the ~argins of the mountains, but 
also ',ddely in lo,tilmd districts, pa!'tic'..tlarly in the no!'th ­
perhaps reflecting its ability to coopete in yo~~ger woodland, 
as it Qay still be widely present elsewhere as an understorey 
species (and hence not recorded). 
Hillo;; (Fig. 19): shOTt'S a surprisin:;ly liIide distribution, perhaps 
oecause several species are combined, the patterns of which may be 
superimposed. The centres of distribution in the central valley ­
Fife ~~d Vuffifries - are pr00ably ~. capraea, whereas other species 
are likely to be present in the north. 
Of the	 minor species, Aspen (Fig 20) ShO'tlS a distinctive pattern 
in the	 north. 
CherFJ (Fig 21): shows a similar pattern to beech although much 
Dore restricted in its occurrence. The remaining species show 
o::1ly isolated occarrences and are ,:;iven in Appendix 6. Hawthorn 
(Fie::; 22) is mainly distriLuted in the central valley. 
:~. c.3	 ,D..nother feature of the ecology of all species is their frequency 
of occurrence and this frequency is summarised for the 13 major 
species in Table 7. Sycamore, elm and ash Show similar patterns, 
wi~~ very few sites attaining a high proportion - reflecting 
their ecological status as species occupying soil types that are 
of relatively limited extent. 
Beech is more extensive, in that 50r=e woods are entirely composed 
of planted beech - a~thgngh, in many areas ~n the east, particularly 
A.::erdeenshire, it has become '1lidel~- naturalised. Lime has a veFJ 
10'1/ representation and has only been planted in policy ~'1oods. 
Th~ high frequency of exotics is interesting, as they \'/ere present 
in 1465 woods (52% of the total numjer surveyed), indicating that 
less than half of the remaining native woods remain free of some 
planting 'ITithin them. This number would be further reduced if 
the figures for Scots pine were considered. Oak is interesting 
in that its frequency pattern indicates its status, with birch, 
as the major native woodland dominant in Scotland. Oak occurs 
in 67%	 of all the woods surveyed and occurs as over half the 
il.'able '"(. Occurrence out of the total woocls surveyed of the 13 nlnj or species in 5% canopy classes. 
Sycarnore Beech' Elm Ash Lime exotics oak. Scots 
pine 
Alder Hazel birc}l Rowan willow 
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canopy in 13% of the sites. Alder occurs in a surprisingly 
large number of sites as a minor species ~~d, in exceptional 
sites, renders a ve~J high cover. Hazel, rowan ~~d willow 
show similar patterns becoming significant contriDutors to 
the canopy only under exceptional co~itions. Birch is the 
most ',lidespread species occurring in 89% of all sites and 
occurs	 frequently in 10"1 and high proportio!1s. It is possi':lle 
~~at these reflect different aspects of its ecology - in low 
proportions, it may be acting as a colonising species, but, as 
a 8li!"1ax species, under different ecological conditions in pure 
s~~~ds. Further differences in distrijution may be due to 
t~e ecological preferences of the two species. 
lj.. 2. 4.	 'E'1e ra."1ge of main woodla:1d domi~YJ.ts is therefore restricted 
in Scotland and the species &~o~r well-defined patterns of 
distribution. Several of the minor species also show well­
defined distribution patterns. Initially, it was intended to 
leave the study at this stage but it seemed useful to consider 
-::-.e occurre:1ce of different co:-::':.i:1at::tons of species, as 'tlell as 
t~eir overall interrelationships ~YJ.d these are cop~idered in 
~~e next section. 
4.3 Data analysis 
4.3.1	 Tests indicated that the data were sufficiently extensive to 
j:.l.Stify classification, in this case into broad groups of woods 
with a similar canopy composition, provided that their limitations 
are appreciated. Species \,lith limit~ed. representation were elirninated, 
resulting in the thirteen species given in Table 7. Various methods 
are availajle for the analysis of such data, but the overriding 
problem in the present case is the n'~ber of woods which restricted 
th~ methods that could be used in the time availajle. The method 
'J.sel ~;as the quantitative versioa of indicator species analysis 
(Hill et al 1975). The canopy cO!"1position was separated into the 
follo;.,ing categories, 1-10}~, 11-4qt" la-8q; ~1J.d 81-10~. The first 
category indicated that the species ...las present, but in a small 
~~OLLYJ.t, whereas, if attaining the final categor~y, it was effectively 
o":Inipresent. The middle categories '"ere determined by dividing 
t::e rer::aini:-..g percentage in half. :,n earlier test using more 
classes had led to the separation of many r'1inor facies, but this 
4_3.2	 A diagraJTIJTIatic vie',i of the relatio~i) tiet-,·;een the species 
categories is gi"len in Ta:,;le 8.. Z"'le species categories are 
grouped acco~dins to t~eir ecolo;ical affinities. From left 
to ri&~t across the ta~le, a trend can 'ce recognised from c~~opy 
proportions lil~ely to be associated -r;ith eit~er southern upla...l'ld 
or northern lO~'iland conditions, to, at the other extreme, species 
cowpositions characteristic of sout::"ern a.l'ld easte~n lO~/il~1!ds •. 
Thus, the species on the left are those which only achieve high 
degrees of cover in exposed or nort~ern situations, su~~ as 
rowa..", ~r birc.h, whereas, at the opposite extreme, syca~ore 8..L'1d 
beech are' particularly characteristic of lo~land policy woods. 
In lower quantities, birch is associated with alder and willow, 
indicating, perhaps~ that it occurs mainly on wetter sites when 
in these proportior~. 
The various categories of oak are closely related indicating that 
this species folloViS a distinctive pattern_ 
4.3.3	 The relationShips indicated oy t~e acove ~~lysis are needed to 
assist in the interpre-:atior: of t::e r:e:~~ s-:~~;e of the study, ~lhich 
\':as to classify the site's acco~di:l':; ~o tDei~ species cOr:1po~itio:l, 
the results of vlhich are sho·,..n in Figures 23·-25 _ For the present 
purposes, where groups p~oduced ~y tee ~~JSi5 contained less than 
sixty woods, the group was taken at the next stage back up the 
hierarchy. ?ne first division is primarily concerned h~th a 
separation of woods domL~ted by birch from those with either 
mixed c~~opies or dominated by other species. Tnis separation 
may further be eY..aJnined )'lit11 reference to Table 9, in ;·;hich the 
average species composition of each of the 21 groups of woods 
has been extracted, together ·flith their frequency of occurrence. 
In the Table, a major separation C~~ ~e seen between groups 11 
and 12. Although birch occurs CO:7~o~J in. the first half of 
the analysis, no~mere does it reac~ s~ch high levels of c~~opy 
cover as from group 12 onw~ds. Conversely, with the exception 
of groups ~7 and 18, the frequenc:r of sycamore is much lO~'ler from 
group 12 O:1wa..~s. As vlith the species analy'sis, the divisions 
Day be i:1terpreted in en·iiro~~e:1t2.1 -:errns fro~ sites of the 
northern lo~·!la.:.""1ds 2-l1d ~tlestem a~d. so~thern upla..l1.ds to those in 
the lowDL~is of the south ~~1 east.· Other environmental 
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HO"YTan 41-80 .B ircll ltl-80 Willow 1-10 f3cots pine 1-1() 13 eech I-10 Lime 1-10 Lirne 11-1tO 
Scots pine Bl-l00 13 irch 1-10 1\s11 1-10 Ash 11-40 Ash 41-80 
Birch 11-40 Exotics 1-10 It~.xotics  41-80 Ash 81-100 
Tul)"' ~:~ F.	 Gunm~!J.ry  of the o.ffinitien of the cateGOries (%) used in the C],11nntitntive indicator sp~eies  analysis of the canop~'  cutitTlates. 
The Bpecies arc ordered from left to ri~rlt  accordinG to 'their 'Vleightinc;s as cleternnned in the first ciivi~;ion  of Illig. 21. 
Table 9. Percentage canopy composition for the 21 groups (COV) and frequency of 
OCC1lryer:ce of the species as contribution to the canopy in that group( ace). 
GROU? sy BE EL L1 AS EX OA SP AI. HA 31 RO :~ I 
1	 acc. 8l.G 96.5 54.4 14.0 71.9 90~4 74.6 83.3 9.6 0.9 98.2 7.0 10.5 
COY. 5.7 17.2 2.7 0.3 3.3 15.2 4.5 6.5 .0.3 0.0 43.4 0.2 0.5 
2	 acc. 76.1 84.1 54.5 13.6 69.3 96,,6 98.9 40.9 1205 4~5 96.6 4.5 9~l 
COY. 5.6 17.8 3.•0 0.4 3.9 18 0 6 21.8 2.4 0.5 0.1 25.7 0.1 0.2 
3	 ecce 85.8 79.9 61.2 1l.9 85.4 71.7 91.·3 29.7 45.2 16.4 98.6 16.9 50.7 
COY. 6.9 4.4 3.2 0.3 7.i 3.7 12.7 1.7 4.2 0.9 51.3 0.3 2.9 
4	 acc. 82 __9 87.9 57.1 18.6 87.9 87.1 91.4 32.1 63.6 25.0 97.1 59.3 7209 
COY 6.7 16.2 2.5 0.8 6.6 13.9 15.9 1.7 5.3 0.6 24.9 1.2 2.9 
5	 ccc. 95.7 89.5 80.5 26.0 92.4 88.8 78.3 40.4 5.8 5.1 49.5 11.6 12.3 
CO"" • 23.0 15.9 12.1 1.3 14.1 13.4 12.3 2.4 0.3 0.3 3.8 0.2 0.3 
('\,.'-"'."t 
V"v'\,j •c
,- 92.7 33.7 81.3 17.9 93.5 65.9 74.0 30.9 61.8 12.2 83.7 14.6 21.1 
COV.	 '17.8 15.1 10'.7 0.7 18.3 4.9 10.4 1.5 4.7 0.5 14.1 0.2 0.6 
7	 ccc. 80.0 100.0 63.8 6.7 74.3 45.7 64.8 41.9 13.3 2.9 49.5 2.9 1.9 
COV. 11.8 65.0 4.0 0.2 6.0 1.8 3.6 3.1 1.2 0.2 2.1 0.0 0.0 
8	 .occ. ~O.7 100.0 69.3 20.5 86.4 76.1 94.3 53.4 11.4 1.1 63.6 . 4.5 4.5 
COY. 5.2 39.7 4.3 1.0 6.5 13.3 22.3 3.7 0.4 0.0 3.3 0.0 0.2 
9	 acc. 54.7 75.8 37.9 6.8 73.3 72.0 100.0 40.4 26.7 1.9 83.9 5.6 13.0 
C011. 2.7 5.7 1.8 0.1 4.9 7.8 60.2 1,.8 1.8 0.0 J2 4t 6 0.1 0,,3­
10	 acc. 51.2 37.8 32.9 6.1 86.6 . 58.5 100.0 19.5 79.3 56.1 96.3 41.5 45.1 
COV. 1.9 2.0 1.2 0.1 5.9 3.2 58.7 0.4 4.5 3.4 16.8 0.7 1.2 
11	 acc. 25.0 34.7 15.3 1.4 48.6 36.1 100.0 12.5 15.3 4.2 17.8 11.1 2.8 
COV. 0.6 1.5 0.4 0.0 1.3 1.4 88.7 0.2 0.5 0.2 5.1 0.1 0.0 
.... 
12	 acc •. 3.2 1.1 1.1 0.0 4.6 2.1 12.4 0.0 29.8 11.0 100.0 41.1 l~l 
COV·. 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.5 0 .. 0 1.3 0.4 95.6 1.5 0.0 
GROUP 31 BE EL LI AS EX OA SP AL HA. a I RO 
13 OCC. 11.1 7.1 3.0 0.0 501 0.0 10.1 0.0 32.3 18.2 10000 74.7 100.0 
COV. 0.3 0 0 2 0.1 OcO 0.1 0.0 0 0 3 0.0 1.2 0.3 9~.4 2 0 3 3.5 
14 : i 
-",",,' .'-" 
'7 CI.u h 7 ....... i 2.2 6.7 63.3 4.4 52.2 61 0 8 80 9 100.0 60.0 76.7 
Cffi. 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 4 0 2 0.1 1.6 70 2 0.1 76 0 5 1.6 705 
15 acc. 1.4 1.4 0.0 0.0' 2.9 10 0 0 8 0 6 9l.4 50.0 2.9 100.0 31.4 2.9 
COY. 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.3 18.2 3 0 8 0.0 75.3 009 0.0 
16 ace. 3.5 6.1 2.6 0.9 13.9 70.4 60.9 11.3 11 0 3 3.5 100.0 1.7 3.5 
COV. 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.3 5.1 2.7 0.3 0.4 0.1 90.6 0.0 0.1 
17 ace. 45.5 58.0 20.5 0.0 68.2 23.9 72.7 1.1 13.6 1.1 100.0 3.4 6.8 
COY. 1.2 2.7 0.4 0.0 2 0 0 0.8 2.5 0.0 0.5 ,0.0 89.4 0.0 0.3 
18 ;JC,:. 31.6 75.4 9.4 2.9 23.4 61.4 54.4 '53.2 18.1 4.7 100 0 0 43.9 51.5 
CC~!. l.e 4,6 0.2 0.1 0.6 5.1 2.0 5.2 1.0 0.1 76.5 1.1 2.2 
19 ace. 1.8 5.5 5.5 0.0 37.6 4.6 100.0 4.6 44.0 14.7 100.0 37.6 31.2 
,.-..:r·-" 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.0 1.9 0.3 63.5 0.1 3.1 0.3 28.2 1.1 1.-1 
20 acc. 70 4 8.1 0.7 0.7 16.2 36.8 100.0 12.5 35.3 13.2 100.0 25.7 10.3 
COV. 0.3 0.3 0.0 ).0 0.8 2.9 31.9 0.9 2.9 0.8 57.5 0.7 0.6 
21 ace. 18.4 9.2 10.3 2.7 78.4 18.4 68.1 8.1 66.5 76.2 96.2 57.8 40.5 
COV. 0.9 0.5 0.3 0.3 6~o 1.8 8.9 0.7 9.2 7.6 58.0 2.3 3.1 
interpretations are left Q~til sectio~ 4.3.4. ~"1e second 
di'flision L~ the lO~"jl2.J."1d sectio!ls sepa~ates t:1e Oak"iOOC~.S frow 
the I:!o~e r;,,:i~{ed '7:;oods - groups 9-11 all ha've en a"'verat;e of over 
50% canopy cover of oak. The other groups have more varied 
canop:,r compaSl""GlonS.1 r." ..9ith the ne:(t di'7ision separatin6 floods 
wi~~ maL~y birch in the canopy from those dominated by 
ash. a-l'1d ·~eecl1.. ·:i~it~in the birch·,'iOOa.S of the more upl~!1d 
t:'-pes, the ne}:td.i,"\Tision is :cet;'Teen t!1ose '/;oods vrith a more 
~i:{ed co:::positio:"! as compared. ·,·i th those ·~'.7i th almost p:.lre 
,.. ircn. L"1e lat~e~ are separater} ':,:- the Di:1or species such 
as willo~'r that have specific ecological requirements. The 
more mixed ,,;oods are particularly associated with the west, 
a-Yld b.,ave eo hig..."rJ.. proportion of oal-<.,. in. addition to a 'Vlide ra.l1ge 
of minor spec1es. T:'1e relati'Te nurn~:ers of 'floods 'tllithin. each 
group indicate tl:e·i~ ablL.~da.Ylce in Scotland. 
4.3.4	 Tne above outlines of the main di~lisions need to b·e considered 
in conj·_:,;.~ction fiith :::able 8, out also ~/;ith the distribution 
patterns given L~ Figltres 26 ..1+6. L'rl due course, the en\rironmental 
characteristics of these vToods can '~Je compared, but, for the 
moment, a c'rief L""1te~pretatio:l of each group is given oeloiT• 
.' 
The names are given according to the canopy species, over lqb 
co,?,er, and, vihere necessar-~, qualified additionally by a 
distrib~~ion pattern. 
Group 1. Birch/beech/exotic (Fig ~S). 
Almost all these TIloods have some exotics included in the cano~r, 
\·rhich is ov·er 4q; ~irch, as \'lell as ash a..l1d elm. Probably mainly 
policy vloods present in the lO~/ilands of the east and the central 
valley, with a few outliers to the south ~~d north. The birch 
Group 2. 3irch(oa.1s/e.xotics/beech (Fig ZT). 
Similar to Group 1" but with much less birch a.nd with a high 
proportion of O~~, perhaps indicating that these are oak woods 
which have been pCL~ially converted to a nixed canopy, ~mereas 
Group 1 may be established de novo. T'nis conclusion is confirmed 
by- the d.istri.Gutio:: ·;,:l'lich ez:te:1.ds !"::o~e into Argyll tha..~. group 1 
Group 3 3irc~/o~~ (Fig 2$). 
The most \llidespread of the more mixed ~loods, containing a lov/er 
proportion of oa.1{ tha.Y1 group 2. T:.r:lere is also a wide:p range of 
otner species, in particular asl1. ~~ sycamore, indicating that the 
ha~itat composition is rather more varied, and, with the lOlf/ler 
proportion of planted species, that the woods as a whole are less 
disturbed th~~ 3roups 1 and 2. Tne-distribution is more. southerly 
't::G.l: the pre~,tiO~iS t3!pes 8.J.~d has its ::lain centre in the central 
valley ~id Perthshire. 
Group 4 3ircb/beech/o~Vexotics (Fig 29}. 
7he :.:.i~}~er :requenc~l of the :TIore ~..1pla:~d species such as rO':llan and 
hazel indicates that this is perhaps a more upland and wetter group 
than the pre""lious three. The canopy is also more evenly distributed 
bet~l:een the species, l)ut there are still many planted trees. The 
(Fig30 ). 
These ~oods are varied and from the species composition are on 
basiphilous lowland situations, in ~mich a wide range of planted 
species have been included. As such, many are likely to be policy 
\"loods, jut probably often on old y'lood1an~d sites. ~!le distribution 
is concentrated in the central _valley and the southern lowlands. 
Group 6 Ash/sycarnore/beech/birch/eL:n/oak (Fig 3~·). 
Very mixej vloodlands, composed mai~:r of native species, ~lith some 
pl~"1ted trees, but less tha.."r.1 in the previous group. Probably smaller
, 
\'loods in basiphilous situations ;y~- streamsides. A more restricted 
pattern of distribution than gro-J..p 5, but with a similar extent. 
Group 7 Beech/sycamore (Fig 32 ). 
Pla-11tations of beech come \·,ithin this cateaOFj" V'Tith a small. admi;cture 
of s:'""cailore, also probably· pla71tei, 'jut ~'fith a small cover of other 
species.. Proba1Jl~I !.lot on old ·doodla:."""'.d sites a-ns.. ~·;it::' a restrioted 
,--"
-1' 
Group 8 
Comparacle to sroup 7 but llith a lO",ier proportion of ~ieech, v;hici1 
is replaced by oak, perhaps indicating conversion from originally 
!1ative \'1oodland.. Lime and ;;irch are also more frequent, cu.t the 
overall pattern of distribution is rather similar to group 7. 
Group 9 Oa.Vbircn (Fig :;4.). 
These vloods are of the drier type of lONl~~d oak with a. distinctive 
distri~ution pattern in Argyll, Pertl1Shire and Dumfries. Although 
species such "as BS.'1. and sycamore are cornmonly present they rarely 
contribute IIr~eh to the canopy. 
Group 10 Oa2'Jbirch ( "riesterr!) (Fig 35). 
This group, although havL~ a sinilar overall canopy composition to 
9 has a wider range of other species such as alder and willow 
indicating the presence of' flushes. This is also reflected in 
the markedl:/" ;'lestern distribution of the t:rpe as in Argyll. 
Group 11 Oa.1( (Fig:3 6). 
A restricted group in which oak forms alm.ost the entire canopy ­
perhaps so pure that they may 'Hell be planted in many cases. The 
distribution pattern is a more restricte~ version of group 9, ~~d 
only birch has a significant frequency, apart from the major species, 
but only attains a small canopy cover on average. 
Group 12 Birch (highland) (Fig J( ) • 
.... 
A well-defined group of almost pu~e 8irch from the margins of the 
higher hills in Central Scotland to the northern lOtfllands. 
Group 13 Birch (upland) (Fig 38 ). 
Although the canO!"J is still almost exclusively birch, the high 
frequency of willow and rowan=separates this group from 12 ~~d 
indicates a. combination of more tlpland as 'lell as probably ~..;etter 
rne distri'.Jutior. patter:n is ~·Tide, beir"'-'3 i:n 
the lO~.·lla."1ds in tIle norti1 and uplE-lds to t~e south. 
Group 14 3irch (eastern) ( Pl-G" 3 ,~\ 
....::l ..,if· 
Eep~ated from the previous group by the presence of Scots pine, 
albeit in low quantities, this group represents the drier sites 
of the east, often with podsolic soils on morrainic material. 
The distribution is mainly in the east. 
Group 15 3irch/Scots pine (Fig 4() ). 
7:-_is group has a lov/er proportion of' exotics thaJl group 14,. as 
~,':ell as la-,·;eI' frequencies of otller species such as \AlilloTtl and 
is t~us pro~ably on less variaJle sites, perhaps where Scots 
pL~e have ~een cleared and subsequently invaded by hirch. The 
distri~ution is central and western rather than the marked 
eastern pattern of the previous group. 
Group 16 Birch ( Fi~ 41).,--::) 
These \'iOOds apart from the high cover of birch have a consistently 
hiZll frequency of oe..~ and. e;:oties, ir..dic~ting some planting, but 
perhaps also that this group is intermediate between the pure oak 
~~d birch, with oak being reduced in quantity but surviving in most 
sites. The distribution pattern confirms this group as being 
intermediate bet\'leen the t\'lO types of distributions described for 
O~~ and birch above. 
Group 17. Birch (flushed) (Fig 42 )0 
This ;roup differs markedly fro:n the previous group in having a 
consistently high representation of species such as ash, elm and 
s:;-carnore, jut in 10\·1 quantities, indicating bas"iphilous flushes. 
T:~e'dis:'r:!.;:';J.tion is restric~ed L~.. inly to Perthshire, vlith SOlne 
outliers. 
Group 18 Birch (~lith planted speci.e-s) (Fig 43.). 
This group has a higher representation of beech, Scots pine and 
exotics tha..Yl the pre'/iotls type, as :·;elol, as a lO~'ler proportion of 
-:'l-~e species from rnore :."._e.siphilo~lS ha:)itats·. Therefore, it seems 
Z't 
Group 19 Oa...Vc i rcn (~'lestern ) 
A relativel~l undistur8ed group ~·iit.11. a restricted distribution 
almost confined to Argyll. The high frequency of ash and 
willo~/l indicate flushed conditions a,;.~d the distribution pattern 
suggest a cop~istently high h~~idity. 
Group 20 Bircrj,,/oa..1{ (north and western) (Fig 4 5). ( 
A relatively evfu~ mixture of birch ~~d,oak with a much wider 
distribution than, t.'1.e previous group, extending to the northernly 
'limits of sites containir..g B.J.J. appreciable quantity of oak. Drier 
than the previous type also with evidence of more planting of ' 
exotics,. 
Group 21 Birch (mixed) (Fig 46). 
The hi.gh proportion of alder a."1.d a :rrce'!' of species characteristic 
of open canopy composition, indicate that this group is rather wet 
2.J.'!d open and often flushed., as ~lel1. p~_ Ttlide ra!t;e of :tati",e spec·ies 
is present and these woods are rather variable. Th·e distribution 
is mainly in the west, but with outliers else~mere. 
4.3.5	 These preliminar-j" descriptions define the main combinations or 
the species canopy composition as defined ,by the analysis. With 
further interpretation, their ecological characteristics could be 
defined more closely, but a \'Tide ra.;~e of different patteIT-s has 
emerged th,at throw up some interestL.~ hypotheses. In particular, 
the lowland groups show the import~~ce of mar~6ement Which dominates 
their species composition and relationShips. The patterns of 
distribution of these types are si~ilar variations on a theme. 
" The more upland types, on the other h~~d, sho~ more readily 
interpretable environmental patterns, presumably gecause they 
are less disturbed and the species composition is therefore 
more closely associated with the en~lironrnent. 
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5. The assessme~t of char~e 
5.1 Assessment 0:-- cha.ti;e jased on CS ['"lapS 
5.1.1	 A maj.or oojective of the 1976/77 surve:l" has been to assess the nature 
e.nd de;ree of a.."'1y cl1&.~e that r::2.y l:c:~;-e occ·Jrrecl in Scotla."'1d in recent 
Ji7"ears. T~'lO approaches to this problem have been adopted. The first 
investigates the use of 'OS maps as a st~~ard for assessing past woodland 
cover, ~~d the seco~d involves a di~ect co~parison of the 1976/77 survey 
results ·.~ith those of the 1947 F: cens'~~ of ~dood1a.nds. 
5.1.2	 Tne lll'~ surrie:r of Scottish decid1.1ous vioodlands Vias based on a map 
search of the 7th series 1" as maps. All woods over 5 ha marked 
by a t)roadleaf syr~bol ;'lere included in fteld sUr'Jey desiz;ned to 
esta:')li&~ ~tihether the:{ 'lJere still i~ existence oyt ha,j been deleted. 
If at the ti~e of revision of each map the informatio~ on the status 
of each 'l"oOO ~';as accurate, then a cor.:parison of the areas of existing 
and dele~ed woods Should give ~! estimate of the degree of change. 
5.1.3	 Table 3 s:nO'/lS that., in Scotla."r1d as a ~dhole, 3188 'f~!oods llere sampled, of 
which 752 (24~) have oeen deleted. ~ne total a~ea of 83,006 ha 
incl'udes 1, 556 ha not shown on the l!t map, out \'ihich represent 
additional areas recorded during the field survey. Furthermore, 
many 1,~loods still in e;{istence have shown a reduction in size as 
compared '-lith the 1" maps. The 14,1.27 ha of Iroods falling into 
this last categoFJ are not included i~ the data of Table 3. Using 
all the above information, the areas are:­
Area of deciduous woods (> 5 ha) == 61664- + 14127 +
 
shown on Iff maps 21342 1556. = 95577 ha
 
Decrease In a.rea of ~r'loods d:J.e to 
i ) Reduction in vlood size 14127 ha 
ii) Deletion of vmole woods 21342 ha 
Increase in area of woods due to 
ad.ditional vloods and increase in 
vlood size. 1556 ha 
61tC4 ha 
5.1.4	 The revision dates of the 7th series OS maps ra."Ylge bet~leen 1954 
a.~d 1967, 1tlhich should indicate that the decline of 3~ has 
occu~red over the past 20 years. Hov:ever, this dating assu.-nes 
t~at at the time of revision, all maps are perfectly accurate in 
t.,fJ.eir depiction of deciduous 1tloodland areas. In order to examine 
tnis ass~~ption, and to investigate the p,Jssibility of using OS 
waps to reveal lorlger-terrn changes in \'loodla-n.d cover, a search 
of old OS maps was carried out. Six-inch map editions were used, 
as these were fOlli,d to give the best coverage of the areas chosen 
for t::J.e search. Eight, 1 km squares ltiere selected from a range 
0= ~{ l~~d c~asses, from each of which approximately ten woods were 
chosen. ~~e area of each wood was then measured on. a series of 
rrapswhose revision dates varied from 186l to lW8. 
On the earliest maps, the 90 woods included in the search covered 
~~ area of 2034 ha. This area had declined by 7%, to 1942 ha on 
the ~ostrecent maps. The overall impression was that woodland 
sJ~bols were ~ot apdated where deciduous woods were converted to 
conifers, ~d, consequently., the decrease in deciduous "Noodland 
area was lli~erestimated. OS maps do not therefore provide a 
:,eli2"':le "82.seline for the assessment of change, and it is no·t 
possi~le to state with any certainty over what period of time the 
calculated 3~ decrease in 5.1.3 has occurred. 
5.1.5	 ~h~ilst the comparison given above may not give a precise measure of 
j;oodla.l'ld change, it does provide a general indication of the trend; 
namely that the area of deciduous __woodlands in Scotland has been 
decreasing. By <:lassifying the deleted 'tloods accor-dirt...g to the 
reason for their deletion (TablelO) it can be seen that the main 
reason for the decline is conversion to conifers. 
Tne distrioution pattern of deleted vloods is sho~m in Fig. 47. 
'-II; 
Apart from a concentration in Aberdeenshire~ South Argyll and Dumfries, 
and exceptionally low numbers in Sutherland and Caithness, there is a 
fairly	 even pattern of deletions throughout Scotland. 
5.2 Comparison with 1~7 ForestrY Com~ission census, 
5. 2.1	 :::e-:~,;een l:;'!~T a.l1d 1549 the ForesttJ.. ComrnissioYl. carried out a ce!lSUS 
0: 2.11 S,~ottish :\Toodlands over ~\ acres (2 ha), in which vloods 1;\lere 
c~~ssi:ied ~~cordinZ to type of c~op, aGe class, condition and 
32 
species composition. At a superficial level, the data fro~ this 
C8:1SUS (as presented in the ?C Cells'us Ileport i'Jo. 1+: Scottish 
C01..L~t~l Dete.ils) ca.'1 be cornpared directly ~1ith those of the 
present survey to give an indication of how woodland area and 
species composition have ch~~ed in the past 30 years (Tables 
11 and ~). However, several methodological differences 
e7.ist bet;'1een the 1)47 census and the 19T7 survey \'lhich make 
S~~~ a direct comparison liable to considerable error. These 
~:!,ifferences are explained in the folloTtiing sections. 
5.2,2	 T:~e 1947 census included all woods of 5 acres (2 ha) or more, 
whereas the lower limit for the 1976/77 survey was 5 ha. Although 
the discrepancy between the trtJO surv"eys vTil1 be great in terms of 
the n~~~er of woods included, the effect on the total areas of 
\-[oodland will be less. 
5.2.3	 Tne 1947 censt:s was based on 6" OS maps, where the lW7 survey \"las 
~Jased on In OS maps. This g,ifference gives rise to t~·;o possible 
sources of error. First, some woods of 5 ha or over do not contain, 
a v;oodla.~d s::rmbol on the 1 n maps, usually because they are of an 1IDSuitable 
sha,pe. T:~us., the 1977 survey \'lill pro:)a~ly have Inissed some vloods 
that would have been included in 1947. Second, experience has 
shown that identical woods can be given markedly different areas 
according to the scale of the map used. This difference,may partly 
be due to a difference in the revision dates of the maps, but also 
to a relative lack of resolution of woodland areas on the ltr map. 
In the 1977 survey, the field survey included a check on the areas 
recorded in the map search, but these checks TNould~ onJ~y reveal major 
discrepancies. 
5. 2•4	 The unit on which the FC census was based was the 'stand t • A stand 
~"Jas tiefined as an-:l area of v:oodland, one acre or more in extent, which 
was uniform for the purpose of descriptio~. In 1947, large woods would 
invariably have been divided up into a number of smaller homogenous 
units, vmereas,in 1977~ they would have been treated as a whole. This 
difference is illustrated by the fact that the 1947 census covered 
100,890 st~~ds, vlhereas only 3,188 were included in the 1977 survey_ 
It is difficult to judge precisely ~nat effect this difference would 
have 0:1 the total area of deciduous vloodlan:l recorded, but easier to 
see that it could markedly affect the species propo~tions. This 
Table It). Deleted areas of v-loodla.YJ.cl classified accordinc; to their 
.I 
reason for deletion (a~eas in ha) • 
Reaso~ for deletion 
deleted \'loods 
No. area 
reduction in 
a~ea of 
existing Woods 
total '/J 
of total 
Coniferisation 
(i. e. >·sD;:t exotics) 
711 20,530 13,931 .34,461 
Felled 15 150 406 1 
In process of felling 2 28 28 
Underplanting with 
conifers 17 51 506 1 
Canopy too sparse 4 46 26 72 
Other 3 19 46 
TarAL 752 21,}42 14,127 35,469 1~ 
J
 
Table 11.	 Co~npariso~ bet:,·;ee::1 data fro:7: lj-~7 Fe censLlS a."'1d 1,777 sur~ley 
results. The es-:.imated decline does r~ot take into account, 
any of the sources of erro~ listed in section 5. (All 
areas in ha). 
1947	 lCf17 
County fJIixed brd. . brd. Coppice total ExistLTlg , Estimated 
H.F. If. If.	 ord. If. 'flOOds decline 
H.F. Scrub 
Sutherland 120 180 302.4 3263 ,~2332 
Caithness 76 93 375 498 479 
Ross 499 900 7824 8922 3935 
Inverness 941 1713 21911 24022 10323 
Nairn 149 299 1613 1997 816 
'.J-J'c:.Moray 346 Uiu 2017 3051 1003 
Banff 399 855 2121 1 3171 1157 
Aberdeen 1181 2056 4968 4 7658 2123 
7 1~Kincardine 62 9 
-:? 962 2135 437 
Angus 632 1726 2731 4883 1422 
Argyll 880 4244 19022 23782 10406 
Perth 1577 5488 15107 106 21639 7323 
Stirling 388 1461 2220 3?38 246~ 
Kinross 53 106 91 234 19T 
DUIlbarton 181 671 2021 2825 1273 
1 -1Clackmannan 43 :?... 433 621 152 
Fife 578 1827 919 304-4 1260 
Renfrew 147 346 486 911 721 
2ute 165 211 757 1087 677 
Ayr 874 1338 1779 3698 1144 
Lanark 500 19n 1115 3382 2086 
W. Lothian 145 486 332 3 888 338 
Midlothian 287 1667 490 2315 1422 
E. Lothian 421 1113 461 3 1857 964 
Peebles ·369 456 41 676 3'Z7 
Berwick 873 1466 2(JJ 3 2219 677 
Selkirk 271 367 152 646 149 
Roxburgh 586 1374 204 3 1874 725 
Wigtown 429 1123 554 1 '1927 986 
! "7-7Kirkcudbright 583 2057 ( :> I 102. 4353 1622 
Dth71fries 837 1909 1401 8 38W 1023 
145323 6·1664SCOTLAND	 39261 
* Figure does not include 3 woods included in data b~~ as a result of 2~" map 
search. 
Table" ~.. ChaI"'.ge in average species composition (pe"rcentage canopy cover) 
of ScottiSh deciduous woods between 1947 and 1977. (- = no 
equivalent figures in 1947 census). 
1~~7 All species Principal species 
Sycamo:--e 3 5 4" 
Beech 14 8 8 
Elm 2 3 1 
Lime 1 1 
ASh 2 4 2 
Hawthorn 1 0 
Exotics 8 7 
Oak 20 19 20 
-lihitebeam 1 0 
Cherry 1, 0 
Blackthorn 1 0 
Scots pine 3 2 
Alder 2 2 1 
Holly 1 0 
Hazel 1 1 1 
Birch 56 45 54 
Aspen 1 0 
Rowa.."1 1 1 
1 1Willow 1 
33 
5.. 2. 5	 In arrivirl~; at a classifiea-:io:l. of ~';oodlarld t:lpes-, the 1)47 Fe census 
• • '.... f • • ~ t ~~e concep~ 0: a prlnclpa~ species .. L"rlder this S:rStelll 
a ;'::-~ole s:'~~d is c19.ssified accordi!!,C to its o:-~e r~ost do::ina."'1t or 
, . · al' ·prlnclp specles. On a national scale, this procedure would tend 
to overestirJate the area of t~e more a:;u....lidant species a-"'1,i tL."t1.derestinate 
the area of rarer species. T:~e Fe practice of dividing large woods 
into nomo6eneous st~~ds would te~d to reduce the discrep~~cy, but it is 
apparent that the method is !'lot equi~rale~t to t~at used ~':Jy ITE. ~!1e 
principal species concept can ~e applied to the r~~ data (i.e. 
~~ppendix 5 Ta81e v), out, once azain, because 0: the use of stands by 
the Fe, the figures are still not exactly compa~able. ..Do. large wood 
classified by the Fe technique of principal species in homogeneous 
stfu~ds would not usually be eqUivalent to taking the principal species 
of the r,·;ood as a ~'lhole. In terms of' comparing the 1947 and 1m data 
for. species, it is lL~ely that the lS47 figures are equivalent to a 
figure between the 1977 figures using all species and the figure 
using principal species only. 
Altrloug.~ -the county sUInr:-!aries of t~e. FC Ce:lStlS d.eal anl:/' iiith 
principal species, t11e ori:inal data ·p,·;ere collected i:1 a m~"L.~er 
\";hich TdOuld mal~e them very closely· co:nparable ?:lith the 1)!7 survey. 
This information is only available on the original FC record 
cards. 
5.2.6	 T:~e 1947 Fe ce~sus classified all existing woodlands into one of 
7 types:­
i) Coniferous high forest 
ii) r-,1ixed hi~~ forest 
iii) Broadleaved high forest 
iV) Coppice with st~ndards 
v) Coppice 
vi) Scrub 
vii) Devastated areas from vThi'ch the best timber had been removed. 
The categoFJ of mixed high forest includes all mixtures of conifers 
a..l1d broadleaf trees, \"ihere either category- constitutes more than 2qd 
of the whole. The 1977 SUFvey marked woods as deleted if they contained 
~ore ~han 5~~ exotics. It ~.s riot clear ythat proportio::1 of FC 'mixed 
hi~.r.. forest \-lould have been included in t~e 19n survey. Similarly, 
the 1;947 categories of scrub and devastated woodl~"'1ds include both 
co~iferous ~~d broadleaf components. The situation in each of these 
categories can be resolved to some extent by considering the summaries 
,;iven for principal species. 7:'1US, the total area of broadleaf high 
forest in :1.'))47 (including mixed and pure) is taken. as the sum of 
the area of all the individual broadleaf species, calculated on 
the "':)asis of principal sp'ecies. T:'1ese fi,6ures do not account for 
~eas of broadleaf ~-;oodland in ~'lhich exotic species may be the principal 
species or vice versa. In the 1977 survey, ~ of the deciduous woods 
had Scqts pine and 7% had exotics as t..'r1e p~incipal species. It is 
not possible to estimate the percentage of conifer woods in which 
broadleaf species are domLl1aIlt, ~ut, 'because of the way in which 
'! d r4 db t .• '.	 d fsucn woo s are manage·....., an ecause ex:o"t.1CS 25 a sroup compose- 0 
ma.n~y .species, t.:..~is percentage is probably' s.Tall. 
5.2.7	 It is .assu~ed ~~at all the FC categories of broadleaf high forest, 
oroadleaf scr:.lb, coppice and broadleaf de'7astated ~,·:oodla..."'1::! have been 
included in the 1977 survey. Furthe~ore, it is ass~~ed that all 
those areas of deciduous woodlanj i~ existence in 1977 are marked on 
rrthe 1 OS maps. Bearip~ in mi~~ that the revision date for these 
maps was between 1954 and 1967, this inclusion rejects the possibility 
of:­
i) Coniferous woods reverting to deciduous ~·lood~ 
ii) Formation of scrub woodlands as the result of natural suocessions 
.iii) NewJ.y planted areas of deciduous woodland 
iV) Differences in ,the definition of TtThat constitutes deciduous 
T(1oodl~~d bet~Teen the as and the 1977 s-urvey 
v) Woods over 5 ha without ~Jmbols. 
The 1977 sUFvey tried to accomDodate for tnese sources of error 
'Dy including any areas of deciduous woodland ilhich vrere not marked 
on the maps, but which were seen during the field survey. Although 
1556 ha of woodland. were found in this m~lJ.er, it is likely that 
some areas were missed. 
:'espite considerable degree of inco~atijilitJ that exists 
·::etvree!l "the 1947 census and the 1077 s~le~;-, a.Yld hence the difficulty 
of arrivin£ at definite conclusions, some discussion of the results 
preser.ted i:l Tables J:. and J2 is ~ijarran-:eci. 
j5 
In l?~:, the F8 reco~ded a to~.a.l. area of 145,323 1"'..a of ~roadleaf 
,~ \ 
_-- ;1. 
197'7 S1..trv e:c i~dicates t~at the~e ~as been a decli~e 0: 5~ in-
deciduous -,..;oodlaIld co-/er duriTl[; the last 30 yea~s. For reasons 
given above~ this figure must be treated wi~~ caution. Although 
it is undoubtedly an overestinate, it does reflect a general feeling 
an:or(jst' fielc:. ·Ilorkers in Seotla-~d. th~t t~ere has :=·.een a cons·ide~able· 
decline in the area of deciduous ;1oodla.YJ..d. The results at the 
county level ir~icate that the decline has sho~m no clea~ 
resiorcl patter~, ~,.;ith wQst a~ee.s of Scotla?:!d :Jei~5 equally' 
affected. T:1e pattern a.o~ees \&iith that ShOT;Tn i.."l the map of 
deletions in Fig. 47. 
As described in section 5.1.5 tIle major reason for the decline in . 
deciduous woodl~~d has been conversion to co~ifers. T'nis conversion 
has been of t;·lO main types:­
i) Underpla..:.ltins of rnatttre c.eciduous vioodlands ·..lith :/O:l..l1g 
of con?e~sio:: is a ra~::e:-' ::.:;rarl-_:.al p::-'ocess :Jut is serious in 
ii) Cleara~ce of scru-~ Ttloodlands and su:;sequen"t replanti!l6 ~lith 
conifers. ScrUD woodland would have been relatively common on 
the 1';'47 :5'C cenS~lS, o~"i!1.g to t~e fellin{; of large areC.s of \-lood1~~d 
during the pre-war years and the subsequent development of scrub 
~legetation. If the loss of scrub woodl~~d has· been the major caus~ 
of the decline, it could -ae ar.§;ued that the appa...~nt decline in 
deciduous woodland CO~Ier is largel:{ due to the circumstances in 
VJhich tee l~-: ceDS'US (las carried. out. 
As~most scrub woodl~~d of the a~ove type is domi~~ted by birch, a 
decli~.L.e In t.~e proportion of scrr~.J iloodland shoald also lead to a 
decline in the proportion of birch. In 1947, .56% of all woodland 
V·las birch dominated, ~,4;hereas the comparab'le figure in 19T7 would be 
about sq0. Although so~e decline L~ oirch cover has t~~en place, 
it has ~ot :ee~ lar~e_ TI~e argu~e~t is notco~clusive~ in that 
it does not t~ke into acco~~t degenerative cha~es in other woods 
or fo~ation of new birch woods. :!o:·;e"trer, the resalts of the 1977 
S~lr-te~- do not support the hypothesis that loss of scruQ 'iToodla.:.~d has 
~ee~ the ~aL~ reason for the decline. It would seem that, in Scotland 
as e. ·;;~_ole, tne reduction in decid1..10US 1loodland cover has not been 
selective, ~ut has been throU&~out a range of canopy types. 
Table 12. sho,:.-;s how the a~erage speqi.es compos.ition .of Scottish woods 
has ch~~;ed. For explanation of the 1977 figures for principal 
species, see Section 5.2.5. In general, there has been very little 
ct~~e in species composition; the most marked chalge being in 
Dee~:'1 't,rlhich has declined from 14% to 8% cover, a decline lll\Thich may 
!:eflect a trend tO~tJards coniferisation of policy t'1oods. 
5.3 C'necks on the accurac~r of th~_~omparison in Selkirk and IJairn 
5.3.l	 A direct compariso~ of the kind given above nay be adequate to 
indicate the broad direction of woodland ch~~e, but it is of little 
use for establi~ling precise rates. The methodological differences 
that e:;:ist 8et·~r€"en the tV-TO SU.r'\leys could alo~e acco1...L~t for much of the 
2.ppare::.t decrease. In order to evaluate the effects of these 
differences in relation to the assessment of change, t~~o co-unties 
SeL~irk ~~d Nairn~ have been examL~ed in greater detail. 
Th.e procedure adopted for these cou..l1.ties has involved two lines. 
of approach. First, a check was made on the accuracy of the 1977 
su.~ey bj- examining 2-!-u OS maps follo~ied b:r field check of the area. 
Th.e aim of this check was to investigate:­
i ) ~ne nU'11oer and area of small l,aloods bet/lee-n 2 and 5 ha. 
i i ) T'ne nunf-:er ~'1d areas of \ATOods greater thaIl 5 ha that may have 
. · ~n t'ne 1" map h •.Jeen rnJ..ssed· searc 
iii) Discrepancies ill the area of indivldue...l iToods as sho\t'lIl on the 
The second approach involved an examL~tion of the original Fe 
reco~s for the 1947 census. From these records, it was possible 
to ca.~J out a simulated survey of the 1947 Scottish woods in which 
the l~~ criteria for the inclusion of woods were applied. Basically, 
this meant includ~~ ~~y woods (or groups of st~~s) with a total 
a~ec. 0:' j :'la or O-O;ier ~:ihicll had a deciduous t~ee cOT..rer of at least 
:~ su.:n·re:r of this }cind s}101.11d~i·le ~esults of a form ideally 
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Fig. 47 
T:le e~:a-;;:inatio!1 of 1:;)+7 FC reco~1s ·:ras ca~ried. out ~:it11 the 
:~elp 0:'"' ~~. c-. ~.:. L. Locke of the E" orestr:.,-.:;o;T~-:~issio.:l.. 
5.3.2	 The 1947 FC census of Selkirk recorded 649 hectares of broadleaf 
forest (includip~ areas of mixed forest ~~d scru~). Tne 1977 
s~~ey (before i t ~~las revised to include some results from the 
,... 1 n .,..,... .... D S h) d d an o·.p- 12.f).· b·· t · t d~2 •,,;a.... earc recor e area.... ";:.t.a g~"J"~ng a.."'1 es lma e . 
decline in	 the past 30 years of 8Q%• 
.-. tot:::.l of 37) ha of -,~loods 'i~ere reco~decl O~ the 1" naps, including 
areas of deleted \'Toods. Tne 2~" m.ap search recorded a total of 
m ha, of which ~ ~Tas in woods over 5 ha in size, 405 ha was in 
woods that were classed as deleted in the field survey. This leaves 
a total of 295 ha of existing ;·loods fOlL.1"ld on the 2~rr map search as 
compared to 129 ha fOQ"'1d as a resul,t of the 1." map search. The 
difference of 112 ha can be acco~~ted for in two ways. First, 
the eleven woods fOQnd in both SUFveys were Sho;m as occupying 
~·h r,l n	 21ft17, ha more on e C"2 map, and, second, the 2" maps rev'ealed''oiL 
12 add.itio~.al floods ~'lith a total area of l02 ha.. I,:ost of these 
~·,-oods ".:ere	 lon:-~ a.~d thin iri shape a.~d i:1cl:lied shelter 8elts or 
roadside a...~d riverside 1::0015 ~'Jhich "t;'e~e no-:=' '7dide enou.?;..l-J. to c.ontain 
a -:::>roadleaf sym~ol on the 1 n maps. 
T'ne results of the 2~" map search are sU'Thl1arised beloltl. 
Area of 11	 woods included in 1977
 
- .,. ·21U
 S~le~-	 as measurea. on 2 maps = 146 ha 
Area of 12 additional woods found
 
,...1"
on ~2	 maps = 102 ha 
!-lrea of existing vl00ds bet~·leen 2 ha 
a.'Yld 5 ha	 = 29 ha 
Revised total for 1977	 Z!7 ha 
Equivalent	 total for 1947 649 ha. 
= 
5.3.3 T'ne results of the 1S?47 
8.S follo·'is: 
sinulated survey of Selkirk ca,.l1 ~oe s1..lri!:!arised 
1947 total area of broadleaf 
woodl~nd recorded = 643 ha 
i\rea of vloods < 5 ha = 170 ha (2E~ of total) 
ft..rea of iloods:> 5 ha = 473 ha (74%of total) 
The 1~73 ha of vloods in 1947 sinulated survey can be accounted for 
in the 19T7 survey as follo'VTs:­
i) 
ii) 
iii) 
235 ha confirmed deleted 
105 ha in 6 existing '-'loeds ~ut reduced in area to 7'8 ha 
.133 ha in 14- woods not included in the 1?H7' survey. 
A resurvey of these missed woods sho~ed that 6 of them must 
no~': be classifie·d as deleted and the remaining 8 are mostly 
narrOil ;I[oods, still in existence a-nd covering a.."'! area of 
74 ha. 
In addition to the woods included L~ the 1947 survey~ 5 more 
woods (51 ha) were included in the 1977 survey. 'As a result 
of the 2!ft map search, 4 more ~-loods (28 ha) not incl1.lded in either 
survey should be added to the lW7 total. These woods \-;ere 
either not recorded at all in 1947, or vTere recorded either as woods 
under 5 ha or as coniferous woods. 
These results give: 
Total,area in 1S'47 = 473 ha 
(tloods> 5 ha) 
Total area in 19T7 = 78 + 74 + 51 + 
Therefore estimated reduction = 51%. 
28 = 231 ha 
5.3.4 The 1947 Fe census of Nairn recorded 1999 ha of broadleaf forest 
as compared to 816 ha in the 19T7 census. This comparison represents 
estimated decline of 5~-
an 
39 
'I':-,e results of the 2i" map search are presented in the same manner 
T:'le 2';" map search recorded a total of 1172 ha of deciduous \'Toodlands 
of' Hhich only 1% !;laS in woods of less tha,;.'i 5 ha. Of the 1160 ha 
in woods of 5 ha or over, 221 ha was in woods that were classed as 
·::eleted. T:'1is leaves 939 ha of existing 'I70ods, as compared to 
316 ha found as a result of the 1" map search. 
':'he results of the 2~"map search of Nairn can be SUIJ'lJnarised as 
follo'11S: 
Area of 14 woods included in 1977 
2 11r s'~~ej	 as me~sured on 2 maps = 848 ha 
Area of 8 additional woods found
 
on 221" maps = 91 ha
 
2 ::a e.:'1d 5 he.	 = 4 ha 
Revised total for 1977	 943 ha 
Equi,alent total for 1947	 1999 ha 
Therefore estimated reduction = 53% 
~.~.;	 _ne results o~ the 11~7 simulated survey of Nairn c~'i oe swnmarised 
as follo'lIS: 
1947 - total area of oroadleaf
 
\'loodland = 1925 ha
 
Area of .'.'oods ~ 5 ha	 = 91 ha (5% of total) 
P-.rea of \·;oods> 5 ha	 = 1834 ha (95% of total) 
133~ he. of ';:oods i~1 the sL:ulated surve::.~ can ;;e accoun.ted 
~o: as	 ~ollo. ~:-
40 
i) 132 ha confi~ed deleted 
iii) 147 ha in 11 woods not included" i~ the 1977 sU~ley. 
A SUF.,e~r of the missed ~·;oods sho~1{ed that (5 of these mtlst :;'0-:: ~e 
classified as deleted a.~d the remaining 5 9t :ere still in e7~stence, 
and coverin.; fu~ area of 39 ha. 
Tt~ee additional ~'Toods \"Iere fOlL~d during" the 2~fr map sear~'1. 
tihich were not included in either t~e 1]47 su~~eJ or t~e 1?77 
survey. These woods had a total area of 52 ha. 
The results of the comparison based on the simulated s~yey are:­
Total area of deciduou.s 'Iloodla.l1d in 19T4 = 18}4 ha
 
in woods) 5 ha
 
Total area in 1977 = 816 + 39 + 52 = 907 ha 
Estimated reduction = 57% 
5.4 Discussion of comparisons for SeL~irk ~~d Nairn 
5.4.1	 Table V summarises the results of the comparison for Selkirk a...~ 
!'Jairn. Several points concer'ni:lg t::'e res1J.lts are of ge~eral 
relevance. The areas of deciduous woodland present in 1947, as 
calculated from the cOQnty su~ary tables (section 5. 2.6), agree 
well with the totals obtained from the sL~u1ation s~ley. They 
match to within 4% for Nairn ~~d 1% for Selkirk. 
5.4.2	 In the 1947 simulated survey of Nairn, o~~y 5% of the deciduous 
\'loodla..71d areas ~Ter'e in ~'ioods of less than 5 r.a. In Selki!"k, the 
figure vias 2~. Such a large difference OQviously m~:ces it 
difficult to extrapolate these results to other counties or to 
Scotland as a \·lhole. There are at least three factors which may 
affect the relative proportion of small woodlands. First, the 
much greater fragmentation of woods in Selkirk, where the overall 
woodland cover is relatively lOvT (0.2% of land area), \'lill tend 
to increase tJ-.l.e proportiorl of sr::all "~·;oods. T:~is effect ~il1 =e 
Ji-\ 
small pieces of woodland if they i'Tere in close proximity to each 
othe::-. Secone" r.:anJ- of the sr.:all areas reco::-ded in 1947 '..;o'J.1d 
in fact be stanis of deciduous ""oodland within coniferous ""oods. 
If tne degree of hetero.:;eneity of ,-loods varies, then this heterogeneity 
will also affect the apparent number of small woods. Third, regional 
variation in environ~ental factors, topo~raphy and management 
factors may affect the proportion of small i'loods. 
It should be noted that, while the 2!" map search underesthnated 
the proportion of small 'floods by 17~ in Selkirk and 4% in lTairn, 
it did show up the relative difference in the area of small 
woods. This restut rna:" ma.'-'.e it possible to use a survey of 2¥' 
maps to esta8li&~ the proportion of ~~all woods included in the 
1947 survey. P~eliminary steps towards testing this approach 
have '::leen taken T,dth further 2!!1 Llap searches. A search of 
Cait~iess, a CO~ity which has sho~m a relatively low decrease of 
4%, found only 2 more existing woodS. These had an area of 10 
ha or 2% of the total area of deciduous woods in Caithness. Similar 
searches of s~ple areas in Inverness, Kirkcudbright and Ar6Jll 
revealed lar=er areas of missed 'doods, ";:ut these estimates have 
not been checked in the field and therefore it is not kno~in ...mether 
they are existing or deleted woods. This work suggests that there 
is a positive correlation between the estimated decline in an 
area and the error in the 1177 survey due to missed woods. 
, 
i 
i 
I' 
5.4.3 There was a considerable discrepancy in the 1177 survey due to 
the omission of woods over 5 ha. In Selkirk, 12 woods of area 
102 ha (41); of the total) were missed, as compared to 8 woods of 
area 91 ha (lq% of total) in Nairn. Most of the woods missed 
Here small, lon6 thin ,-loods such as shelter belts or roadside 
woods Vlhich in terms of their value as native i'loodlands may be 
regarded as relatively unimporta:.rlt. Hm..;cver,l_ in terms of 
..
assessing the rates of change in conj~ction with the 1947 census, 
these areas must be accounted for. Once again, the number of woods 
missed may vaFJ between counties according to fragmentation of 
..,oods, average wood size and environmental features in a way that 
cannot be adequately predicted from two counties alone. 
5.4.4 The :'.est estimate of the actual decli::-:e in '''iooiland cover of each 
of -:~..e ':9.p search -d':;" the a~~e2,S recorded in 1947 as a result of 
1+\
 
small pieces of woodland if they i,ere in close proximity to each 
othe~. Second, ~anJ of the sr.all areas reco~ded in 1947 wo~ld 
in fact be stanis of deciduous 'Iloodland within coniferous 'floods. 
If tile degree of hetero..;eneity of "loods varies, then this heterogeneity 
will also affect the apparent n~~ber of small woods. Third, regional 
variation in environTIental factors, topo~raphy and management 
factors may affect the proportion of small vloods. 
It should be noted that, 'flhile the 2~" map search underestilnated 
the proportion of small 'doods by l7~ in Selkirk and 4% in lrairn, 
it did show up the relative difference, in the area of small 
woods. This resLl1t rna:" ma.~e it possible to use a survey of 2-!,t 
maps to esta2li~~ the proportion of ~Jall woods included in the 
1947 survey. Preliminary steps tO~'i'ards testing this approach 
have 8een taken ,;;ith further 2t" r.lap searches. A search of 
Caith.'1ess, a cOU:.'1ty which has sho;.;n a relatively 10;-1 decrease of 
4%, found only 2 more existing woods. These had an area of 10 
ha or 2% of the tot?~ area of deciduous woods in Caithness. Similar 
searches of sar.ple areas in Inverness, Kirkcudbright and ArGJll 
revealed larzer areas of missed 'floods, ::ut these estimates have 
not been checked in the field and therefore it is not kno~iU whether 
they are existing or deleted woods. This work suggests that there 
is a positive correlation bet,'leen the estimated decline in an 
area and the error in the lW7 survey due to missed woods. 
5.4.3	 There was a considerable discrepancy in the 1977 survey due to 
the omission of woods over 5 ha. In Selkirk, 12 woods of area 
102 ha (41f;' of the total) .."ere missed, as cor.::pared to 8 ...,oods of 
area 91 ha (1q% of total) in Nairn. Most of the woods missed 
l'lere small, long thi::1 Hoods such as shelter belts or roadside 
woods which in terms of their value as native woodlands may be 
regarded as relatively unimporta:.'1t. HONever.. in terms of 
assessins the rates of change in conj'unction ;.lith the 1947 census, 
these areas must be accounted for. Once again, the number of woods 
missed may vaF~ between counties according to fragmentation of 
1Iloods, average wood size and environmental features in a way that 
cannot be adequately predicted from t,'fIO counties alone. 
5.4.4	 The :.est estimate of the actual decli::e in iloodland cover of each 
cou:.~t:; cO':es fro;-:; cO::lpar:L:1Z t::-:'e areas recorded in 1977 as a result 
of -::-:e r:9.p searc::' ',i "::" the areas :-ecorded in 1947 as a result of 
the simulated: survey (Table ~}). In Selkirk, there has been a 
~ecline of 4$% in the total area of woods larger than 5 ha, and, in 
:~airn-, the decli!1e has been 51%. 'rnese figures can be compared 
~·iith those given in Table 11 in which no account of possible errors 
v;as taken and ~'lhere the estimated decl.ines v;ere given as 8qb and 
551'% respectively. In both cases, 'I'able ll: _overestimated the 
decline, the error being greater :for Selkirk than for Nairn. 
....	 II r­~. · .:J	 In Selkirk, 225 ha of deciduous ~loodland has been lost, the 
~ajority of which was in one estate where a total of 180 he 
.	 of woodland has been deleted. ~mch of this area was high 
:6orest·~_'f!h;ich has been converted to conifers by underplanting and 
the rest was in areas of birch scrub which have been completely 
replanted with conifers. 
5.4.6	 In }raL~, 986 ha have been lost. That much of this area has been 
due to the conversion of scrub \11oodlandis supported by the fact 
that birch has declined in relative abundance from7Q% to about 
5.4.7	 With only 2 counties having been sampled in detail, any extrapolation 
of the results for Nairn and Selkirk to include other counties, 
or to Scotland as a whole, must be tentative. Extrapolation is 
particularly dangerous when the results for the two counties show 
such marked differences 1~ the degree of error. The estimates of 
error given here are weighted averages of the results for the two 
counties, and, while theyprob~bly enable a more accurate assessment 
of ch~~e to be made at the national level, they do not establish 
the confidence limits of these estimates. 
OV,erestimation of 1947 figures (from 
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ur~erestimation of 1977 figures due to
 
i~ccuracies in map search (e.g.
 
Applying these correction factors to the results of the 1947 and 
1977 surveys gives: 
Estimated area of deciduous woods 
over 5 ha in 1947 = 145323-13% = 126431 ha 
Estimated area of deciduous woods 
over 5 ha in 1977 = 61664 + 2~ = 77696 
Therefore estimated decrease bethee~ 1947 ~~d 1977 = 39%. 
A similar p!~cedure can be adopted for each county, but, because 
of local v8.r:ta.tions~ the results are likely to be less accurate 
than for Scotl~~d as a ~\lhole. In general, the correction factors 
will tend to QVerCOilipensate in cOtL~ties that have ShO~l a relatively 
small decrease and undercompensate in counties that have Shown 
a large decrease. It \tlill be noted that this figure 1s very 
close to the 3&;b obtained from the OS maps (section 5-1.3). 
Although this may be a coincidence, it is possible that the 
sources of error discussed in relation to the OS maps may have 
cancelled themselves out, enabling the woods marked as deciduous 
to be a representative sample of the overall population~ 
5.5 Concluding discussion 
5.5.1	 Two taoit assumptions have been made in conducting the above 
comparisons. The first, that the FC census of 1947 was 
perfectly accurate in its recording of deciduous woodland cover, 
is difflcult to verify. HO\-leVer, as the 1947 census covered 
all woods over 2 acres, including coniferous areas, it is unlikely 
that many deciduQus woods over 5 ha in size would have been missedo 
The second assu~tion is that the ITE survey teams accurately 
assessed the area and status of existing woods, and that this 
assessment corresponds to that ~:hich v:ould have been made 
by the Fe in J.947. That the ITE survey is. accurate within the 
criteria decided upon fo~ the project is sho~n in sections 2 L7 
and 2,. 3.8. ~.·nletner tl1is classification corresponds to that the 
· ' 
Fe might use is more difficult to establish. An assessment 
of the decline in deciduous woodland cover of Nairn ~ased on 
current Fe records Shows a 3~ drop (G. M. L. Locke, pers. camm.). 
However, this figure is not based on a field survey and is therefore 
not strictly comparable to the estimate of 51%. made as a result of 
the 1977 survey. 
5.5.2	 The accuracy of the 1977 survey, in terms of finding all areas of 
deciduous woodland~ has already been discussed, but doubt still remains 
as to whether even a thorough search of an area in conjunction with 
a search of 2~n maps will succeed in finding all the remaining areas. 
The Forestry Com~ission record that over 1,000 ha of broadleaved 
planting has been subsidized in Scotland in the last 8 years, of 
which only about two-thirds is classed as replacement of felled 
crops. Such areas may be missed in even·a detailed field search. 
In addition to these planted areas, there will also be natural 
regeneration on bare or felled sites. 
Overall, however, the proportion of woods missed after a detailed 
map and field search ~Till be low and the comparisons given for 
Nairn and Selkirk are probably as accurate as can be achieved, 
given the relatively coarse nature of the 1977 survey. 
5.5.3	 ~fuatever the cause and rate of decline, the present survey has 
covered consistently and using standard procedure, the woodland 
of sites with predominantly deciduous species. These are the 
sites vlith which Nee are primarily concerned and therefore, 
currently the extent of such cover is lower than has previously 
been thought. However, there will be a considerable further 
area of deciduous woodland incorporated in largely coniferous 
forests or as small scattered woodlands. The extent of these 
areas may well add to the resource as a whole, but not to the sites 
in which the Nee are likely to be primarily interested. 
6. Detailed survey 
. 6.1 Surveys completed to date 
6.1.1	 Various surveys have" been completed in Scotland S1nce the standard 
woodland survey technique was developed in 1971. Mose of these 
have been on a local basis and have concentrated on particular 
areas. Overall, however they represent a considerable body of 
data. The various surveys are described briefly below. 
6.1.2	 In the original national woodlands surve~J13 sites were surveyed 
in Scotland', although two of -these were mainly pine, with varying 
amounts of birch. Sixteen random plots were surveyed at each 
site with records of vegetation trees and, in less detail, soil, 
being made. 
I 
Table )14. List of sites surveyed 1n the national woodlands survey. 
I 
Number of 
Plots Name of wood Grid Ref. 
16 Blane Smiddy 509 852 
16 Craighall Gorge 175 483 
16 Garroch Wood 595 822 
16 Den of Alyth 230 487 
16 Gartfairn Wood 434 896 
16 Dounduff 478 495 
16 Glen Beasdale 710 850 
16 Coille Coire Chuilc 330 280 
16 Tynron 826 927 
16 Mill Wood 455 505 
16 Callender 150 367 
16 Corrieshalloch Gorge 205 778 
16 Mullen Wood 329 516 
6.1.3	 A survey of selected oakwoods was carried out in Perthshire by 
Dr. Rosalind Smith. A varying number of randomised plots were 
surveyed in 24 sites. These were run down using the national 
woodlands classification. A local analysis of the data was also 
carried out and a report produced. 
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Table 15. /List of sites included in the survey of Pershire oakwoods. 
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A survey of woods 
N.C.C. :r 17 sites 
Name of wood Grid. Ref. 
Butterstre NO 060 465
 
Craig rJO 035 427
 
Den of Alyth NO 230 488
 
Leargan NN 640 595
 
Glen Lochay W. NN 552 350
 
E. Loch Katrine NN 500 075
 
Cuilrena NN 490 016
 
Pass of Leny NN 595 090
 
Glen Nan Goarrun NN 315 204
 
Coble Land NN 470 286
 
Tynrioch NN 223 326
 
Twenty Shilling NN 762 226
 
Ardtrostan NN 685 328
 
Coshieville NN 900 526
 
Drummond Castle NN 845 185
 
Almond Bank NC 055 265
 
Pitcairngre-en NO 085 275
 
Court Hill NO 135 328
 
Lethendry NO 128 423
 
Kincardine Castle NN 945 115
 
Kippenrait Glen NN 796 996
 
Dunning Glen NO 026 130
 
Glen Devon NN 998 033
 
Gleneagles NO 932 080
 
on Speyside was carried out in cooperation with 
were surveyed, with 16 randomised plots in most 
sites but 8 in some. The affinities of the plots were established 
using the national woodlands classification. A local analysis was 
also carried out and a report submitted to N.e.c. 
")	 
'I
) 
i.I 'Table ,~, List of Sites included in the surveyor Speyside birchwoods. 
/ / 
INumber of 
Name of wood Map rererence at centrePlots 
8 Spey Dam NN/555922 
16 Creag Dubhe NN/700995 
16 Glentromie NN/775965 
16 Craigbui NH/790030 
8 Dunachton NH/8l005l 
16 Alvie NH/872086 
8 Ord Ban NH/891085 
16 Craigellachie NNR NH/888126 
16 Craigellachie SSSI NH/886l09 
16 Granish NH/900150 
8 Pityoulish NH/925l40 
8 Croftmore NH/941148 
16 Glenbeg NJ/OI0282 
8 Lettoch NJ/095323 
8 Upper Findhorn NH/802259 
16 Lower Findhorn NH/935434 
16 Craigellachie Road NH/891119 
6.1.5	 The monitoring work carried out by J. M. Sykes and A. D. Harrill 
has involved intensive sampling at four sites. 
J. M. Sykes and A. D. Harrill; 
N.C.C. Monitoring Contract
 
Glasdrum NNR (71 plots) Wood of Cree (55 plots)
 
Glen Nant FNR (120 plots)
 
Arriundle NNR (73 plots)
 
In addition the following plots have been completed by other surveys.
 
M. W. Shaw
 
Ruabha Mar (16 plots)
 
Glen Falloch (16 plots)
 
R. G. H. Bunce
 
Lawers Larch wood (16 with A. D. Harrill)
 
The Mound Alderwood (8 plots)
 
Boars Knoll (Glen Lochart) (3 plots)
 
Lonchan an Drang (Wester Ross) (4 plots)
 
Native pinewoods 
131 plots contained birch trees and could also be included 
6.1.6	 Regional staff of N.C.C. have also carried out surveys of detailed 
plots in the Borders area. C. Badenoch (AHO Borders) has carried 
out most of this work. 
J
 
I,", "
 !~able'~-,. '!DetailS of sites included in the Borders survey (1977). 
il 
r 
Name of wood Grid reference	 Number of plots 
Lothians 
Woodhall dean NT 680 728 8 
Roslin Glen NT 278 630 8 
Carriber Glen NS 968 753 8 
Borders 
Sprouston and Newtown NT 58-32 8 
burn N~ 58-31 
Leaderfoot NT 58-34 16 
NT 58-33 
NT 59-34 
Peose Bridge Glen NT 795695 8 
Airhouse Wood NT 477538 8 
Abbey St. Bathans 
Godscroft NT 73-63 8 
Shannabank (W) NT 75-62 8 
Shannabank (E) NT 75/76-62 8 
Cragbank wood NT 390 075 8 
Lower Tarras NT 392 821 8 
Ochils	 (I. Bonner and R. Keymer) 
Site 
Kippenrait Glen NS 790 994 12 
Abbey Craig	 NS 810 955 12 
Hermitage Wood NS 810 970 12 
Mine Woods NS 795 978 10 
Wood Hill NS 900 975 8 
Dollar Glen NS 963 990 11 
Yellowcraig Wood NS 820 970 8 
In 1978, R. Keymer carried" out further survey in the Central 
region covering 50 sites and 200 plots. 
7. Future developments 
7.1 General 
7 .1.1 The main objectiv,es defined in section 1 have been achieved in 
the project, except that the ground flora assessments have not 
been made. There are however a number of ways in which the 
data can be further utilised to exploit fully the ecological 
information contained within them, especially further 
interpretive analysis of the canopy composition. Accordingly, 
some brief suggestions are outlined below, combined with some 
indications as to ho\or a survey of the ground flora may be achieved. 
Considerations of further developments concerning the rates of change 
in ScottiSh woodlands are considered in the next section. 
7.1.2	 The first stage of ~ more detailed ecological analysis of the 
data should concentrate on the classification of the canopy composition. 
Further supporting data are required on environmental relationships. 
Comparisons could be made r,'li th the land classes of the UK Ecological 
Survey to establish correlations. The 'land classes could also be 
used to exronine the factors underlying the distribution of individual 
species in more detail. 
7.1.3	 Another area where further work is required is in the smaller woods. 
It has been pointed out that these woods often contain interesting 
assemblages of species, as they are often riverine or by gillsides 
in the mountains. An assessment of their species composition is 
required, as well as their contribution to the area of woodland as a 
whole. Because of the large numbers of these woods, stratification 
would be required to enable subs~'uples to be studied in detail 
and the results then related to the \ihole of Scotland. The land 
classes of ill( ecological survey could provide suCh a base. In 
conjunction v;ith such a study, it would be usef·ul to assess the 
composition of the scrub \1Ifoodlands of the islands a."1d in the north 
and ~lest in order to examine their, relationship with the present 
survey. 
7.1.4	 Any detailed survey of the gro~~d flora of ScottiSh woodlands 
needs to be carried out in two stages. 
(i)	 An exercise involving the bringing together o~ all the data 
described in section 6. These data need to be put into a 
consistent format for computer handling. The degree of coverage 
could then be assessed and gaps identified by using the canopy 
composition classes and/or an environmental stratification. 
(ii)	 Once the gaps had been identified, sufficient experience of 
detailed woodland surveys is available to design a procedure that 
would result in a ground flora classification speci~ic to Scotland. 
7.1.5	 The present survey would form a base for det~iled local surveys of 
particular areas in which there are features of special interest 
or where a particular canopy type may be identified as being unusual. 
The data bank provides a reaqy way in which woods can be identified 
for such detailed local surveys. More detailed analysis of the 
affinities of different regions could also be carried out. A wide 
range of such studies could be developed but will probably evolve in 
response to specific local problems. Variations of canopy composition 
with time also need consideration. 
7.1.6	 A final comment concerns the way the results should be presented for 
publicatiog and it would seem most appropriate to present the species 
distribution and canopy groups in Atlas form with a minimum of 
descriptive writing. The Oxford Atlas of the British Isles perhaps 
presents an indication of the form of map that could be adopted. 
The assessment of change on-the other hand (Sections 3 and 5 of this 
report) is probably best considered as a separate pUblication. 
7.2	 Assessment of change: proposals 
7.2.1	 The current project has established that there has been a significant 
decline in the area of Scottish deciduous woodlands during the past 
30 years, and that this decline has varied considerably between 
counties, without showing any clear regional trends. A more 
accurate assessment of change on a local and national scale would 
be useful in identifying areas most at risk. These areas could be 
classified, for example, in terms of land use class, topography, 
geology or species composition to provide information of use in 
the management of the woodland resource. 
7.2.2.	 An accurate assessment of cha~se can only be made by reference 
to the original records from th.e FC census of 1947. This 
assessment has been done successfully for two counties, Nairn 
and Selkirk, but the results cannot be extrapolated reliably 
to other counties, or to Scotland as a whole. 
Three steps were involved in carrying out the detailed comparisons 
for Nairn and Selkirk:­
( i) A simulated survey of 1~147 \'loods using the original Fe 
records and the TIE criterion for inclusion of vloods. 
( ii ) A search of 2!" as maps in order to find areas of vloodland 
that may have been missed in tlle 1 If map search. 
(iii) A field survey to detennine the status of any additional woods 
found in i) and ii) and to find new woods not marked on any of the 
maps. 
The rationale behind this procedure is, first, to make the 1947 
census figures directly comparable to those of 1977, principally 
by excluding areas under 5 ha, and, second, to determine the 
accuracy of the 1977 survey. The results from Nairn and Selkirk 
suggest that the manner in ~lhieh both these aspects affect a 
comparison may vary considerably according to average wood size, 
wood density, topographical anci environmental features and the 
local pattern of deletions. ~~he county comparisons described in 
this report were useful in pinpointing possible sources of error, 
but were limited with respect to making more general predictions. 
To obtain the required information, detailed comp~risons of the 
kind suggested above must be carried out on a randomly selected 
sample	 of areas. An adequate sample, perhaps based on the 1 km 
squares used in the 1965 Fe census of woodlands, would also provide 
confidence limits for the errors given in sections 5. 4.7. 
7 .2.3 In Nairn and Selkirk, the main source of error vias found to be in 
inaccuracies in the 19T7 surve~r with respect to finding all areas 
of ~loodlB.j,ld over 5 ha. Most of these missed ~·!oods could be found 
as a result of a search of 2~" as maps follol'led by a field survey 
of the area. In the event of a simulated survey of Fe records 
being jUdg"ed too time consuming, 2~n map searches of the sample 
areas could give much of the information required for accurately 
48 
assessing change. These map searches could Show the relationship 
between regional variation, environmental variation, accuracy of 
the 1977 survey and the distribution and quantity of small woods 
thereby establishing figures of woodland area comparable to those 
in the county summariesr--of the 1947 census. 
strictly speaking, a simulated survey of the 1947 census data results 
in a loss of information as it tends to lump together small stands 
into larger woods. It may also be subject to error, especially 
when assessing the overall area and species composition of mixed 
woods. An alternative method of assessing change would be to 
ignore the 1977 survey and re-examine all the individual stands" 
included in the 1947 survey. Although this method would give the 
most accurate results with respect to assessing the change ~hat has 
occurred in those woodlands recorded in the 1947 census, it would be 
extremely costly in terms of time and field effort. The method 
would also require an independent field survey to establish the 
presence of new areas of woodland. 
In discussing the assessment of change, the role of the 1977 survey 
in assessing future changes in woodland area must not be forgotten. 
Although the computer data bank must be revised periodically to meet 
Nee requirements for an up-to-date inventory of Scottish woods, it is 
essential that a copy of the original data bank and field maps (as 
of 31/3/79) be kept to provide a baseline for the assessment of 
future changes. The strength of the 1977 survey in relation to 
assessing change is not so much its use in establishing past 
change, but its use as a baseline by which future changes can be 
easily and consistently measured. 
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